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BASEL III IMPLEMENTATION: CHALLENGES AND

OPPORTUNITIES INTEGRATIVE REPORT

By

J P R Karunaratne1

1. Introduction

Many international financial crises have originated in weaknesses of the

banking sector and through inadequate supervision. During the last 30 years,

central banks and regulatory agencies have increasingly cooperated internationally

to address these problems. They primarily aimed at creating a common

framework for the valuation of bank assets with their associated credit risk.

Later, this was expanded to capture other banking risks mainly market risk,

operational risk and liquidity risk.  The Basel I, II and III are outcomes of that

effort of regulators around the world. These standards have achieved widespread

acceptance in developed and developing countries.

1.1 Currency Volatility in 1970s

The end of the Bretton Woods System of fixed exchange rates brought

about large volatilities in the currency markets. Companies increasingly turned

to commercial banks to hedge against the currency fluctuations. For commercial

banks, speculation in these markets could generate large gains but also large

losses.

In order to meet the demands of customers for buying and selling foreign

exchange, an interbank-trading system developed. This, however, made it more

likely that a bank failure in one country would spread abroad. Two bank failures,

the Herstatt Bank in 1974 and the Banco Ambrosio in 1982, convinced central

banks that international cooperation and minimal standards were essential to

prevent widespread distress in financial markets.

________________
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1.2 Basel I Capital Accord

As early as 1984, the G10 discussed harmonizing Capital Adequacy

Standards. Lower requirements for minimum capital allowed banks to gain a

competitive edge against banks from countries with higher requirements for capital

because they could charge less for their services. Central banks wanted to avoid

this “regulatory arbitrage” and create a level playing field for the commercial

banks.

Basel I is the round of deliberations by central bankers from around the

world, and in 1988, the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS)

in Basel, Switzerland, published a set of minimum capital requirements for banks.

This is also known as the 1988 Basel Accord, and was enforced by law in

the Group of Ten (G-10) countries in 1992

Basel I, that is, the 1988 Basel Accord, primarily focused on credit risk. In

1996 capital charge for market risk was introduced with banks being given the

option to either adopt standardized approach or internal models approach for the

computation of capital charge for market risk.

Basel 1 Accord was successful in many ways. However, it had a lot of

deûciencies which only increased as time passes, bringing a constant ûow of

innovations in ûnancial markets.

1.3 Evolution of Basel II Framework

Basel II, initially published in June 2004, was intended to create an

international standard for banking regulators to control how much capital banks

need to put aside to guard against the types of financial and operational risks,

banks (and the whole economy) face. One focus was to maintain sufficient

consistency of regulations so that this does not become a source of competitive

inequality amongst internationally active banks. Advocates of Basel II believed

that such an international standard could help protect the international financial

system from the types of problems that might arise should a major bank or a

series of banks collapse. In theory, Basel II attempted to accomplish this by

setting up risk and capital management requirements designed to ensure that a

bank has adequate capital for the risk the bank exposes itself to through its lending

and investment practices. Generally speaking, these rules mean that the greater

risk to which the bank is exposed, the greater the amount of capital the bank

needs to hold to safeguard its solvency and overall economic stability.
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The final objectives were:

1. Ensuring that capital allocation is more risk sensitive;

2. Enhance disclosure requirements which will allow market participants to

assess the capital adequacy of an institution;

3. Ensuring that credit risk, operational risk and market risk are quantified based

on data and formal techniques;

4. Attempting to align economic and regulatory capital more closely to reduce

the scope for regulatory arbitrage.

Basel II uses a “three pillars” concept: Pillar 1- Minimum capital

requirements, Pillar 2-Supervisory Review Process and Pillar 3- Market Discipline.

1.4 Global Financial Crisis and Evolution of Basel III Framework

One of the main reasons the economic and financial crisis, which began in

2007, became so severe was that the banking sectors of many countries had

built up excessive on- and off-balance sheet leverage. This was accompanied

by a gradual erosion of the level and quality of the capital base. At the same

time, many banks were holding insufficient liquidity buffers. The banking system,

therefore, was not able to absorb the resulting systemic trading and credit losses

nor could it cope with the re intermediation of large off-balance sheet exposures

that had built up in the shadow banking system. The crisis was further amplified

by a procyclical deleveraging process and by the interconnectedness of systemic

institutions through an array of complex transactions. During the most severe

episode of the crisis, the market lost confidence in the solvency and liquidity of

many banking institutions. The weaknesses in the banking sector were rapidly

transmitted to the rest of the financial system and the real economy, resulting

in a massive contraction of liquidity and credit availability. Ultimately the public

sector had to step in with unprecedented injections of liquidity, capital support

and guarantees, exposing taxpayers to large losses.

The effect on banks, financial systems and economies at the epicenter of

the crisis was immediate. However, the crisis also spread to a wider circle of

countries around the globe. For these countries, the transmission channels were

less direct, resulting from a severe contraction in global liquidity, cross-border

credit availability and demand for exports. Given the scope and speed with which

the recent and previous crises have been transmitted around the globe as well

as the unpredictable nature of future crises, it is critical that all countries raise

the resilience of their banking sectors to both internal and external shocks.
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To address the market failures revealed by the crisis, the Basel Committee

is introducing a number of fundamental reforms to the international regulatory

framework. The reforms strengthen bank-level or micro prudential regulations

which will help raise the resilience of individual banking institutions to periods

of stress. The reforms also have a macroprudential focus, addressing system-

wide risks that can build up across the banking sector as well as the procyclical

amplification of these risks over time. Clearly these micro and macroprudential

approaches to supervision are interrelated, as greater resilience at the individual

bank level reduces the risk of system-wide shocks.

1.4.1 Basel III Capital Reforms

The Basel Committee is raising the resilience of the banking sector by

strengthening the regulatory capital framework, building on the three pillars of

the Basel II framework. The reforms recommended in Basel III concentrate on

five aspects for enhancement of capital.

1. Raising the quality, consistency and transparency of the capital base;

2. Enhancing risk coverage;

3. Supplementing the risk-based capital requirement with a leverage ratio;

4. Reducing pro-cyclicality and promoting countercyclical buffers; and,

5. Addressing systemic risk and interconnectedness.

1.4.1.1 Description of New Capital Rules

To strengthen minimum capital requirements, Basel III requires banks to

maintain sufficient high-quality capital through increasing their CET 1 (common

equity tier 1) capital, introduces qualifying criteria, and enlarges the scopes of

deduction for goodwill, deferred assets, treasury stocks, etc.

Basel III includes two capital buffers, a capital conservation buffer and a

countercyclical buffer. Banks must build up capital conservation buffers amounting

to 2.5% of CET 1 during non-stress periods, and can draw their accumulated

buffers down as losses are incurred. To ensure that banks set the buffer aside,

capital distribution constraints will be imposed on banks whose capital levels fall

within a specified range. The countercyclical buffer meanwhile aims to ensure

that the banking sector capital requirements take account of the macro-financial

environment in which banks operate. Banks are subject to accumulation of
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countercyclical buffers of from 0 to 2.5% of their total RWAs(risk-weighted

assets) in normal times, which they then deploy in periods of stress.

A leverage ratio regulation (Tier 1 capital / Total assets > 3.0%) has also

been implemented, to regulate the excessive accumulation of leverage by

supplementing the existing risk-based capital regulation. This regulation is based

on the recognition that financial institutions’ excessive buildup of leverage

worked as a major factor behind the global financial crisis.

Figure 1

Basel II and Basel III Capital Regulation Comparison
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1.4.2 Basel III Global Liquidity Standards

Strong capital requirements are a necessary condition for banking sector

stability but by themselves are not sufficient. A strong liquidity base reinforced

through robust supervisory standards is of equal importance. However, there

have been no internationally harmonized standards in this area. The Basel

Committee, therefore, introduced internationally harmonized global liquidity

standards. As with the global capital standards, the liquidity standards will establish

minimum requirements and will promote an international level playing field to

help prevent a competitive race to the bottom.

During the early “liquidity phase” of the financial crisis, many banks – despite

adequate capital levels – still experienced difficulties because they did not manage

their liquidity in a prudent manner. The crisis again drove home the importance

of liquidity to the proper functioning of financial markets and the banking sector.

Prior to the crisis, asset markets were buoyant and funding was readily available

at low cost. The rapid reversal in market conditions illustrated how quickly liquidity

can evaporate and that illiquidity can last for an extended period of time. The

banking system came under severe stress, which necessitated central bank action

to support both the functioning of money markets and, in some cases, individual

institutions.

Figure 2

Basel II vs Basel III Capital Ratios
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Accordingly two standards for liquidity were introduced to achieve two

separate but complementary objectives. That is Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR)

and Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR).

1.4.2.1 Description of New Liquidity Rules

1. Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR)

This standard aims to ensure that a bank maintains an adequate level of

unencumbered, high-quality liquid assets that can be converted into cash to

meet its liquidity needs for a 30 calendar day time horizon under a significantly

severe liquidity stress scenario specified by supervisors. At a minimum, the

stock of liquid assets should enable the bank to survive until Day 30 of the

stress scenario, by which time it is assumed that appropriate corrective

actions can be taken by management and/or supervisors, and/or the bank

can be resolved in an orderly way.

2. Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR)

To promote more medium- and long-term funding of the assets and activities

of banking organizations, the BCBS has developed the Net Stable Funding

Ratio (NSFR). This metric establishes a minimum acceptable amount of

stable funding based on the liquidity characteristics of an institution’s assets

and activities over a one year horizon. This standard is designed to act as

a minimum enforcement mechanism to complement the LCR and reinforce

other supervisory efforts by promoting structural changes in the liquidity

risk profiles of institutions away from short-term funding mismatches and

toward more stable, longer-term funding of assets and business activities.

1.5 Issues and Implications in the Implementation of Basel III in Global

Banks

Implementation of Basel III in global banks is not an easy task given the

diversity of economic, political and financial system conditions and legal

background. Implications could be either quantitative or qualitative.
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Banks may be subject to several issues, challenges and implications some

of them are as follows:

1. Crowding out of weaker banks;

2. Pressure on profitability;

3. Change in demand from short-term to long-term funding;

4. Contraction in lending portfolio; and,

5. Reduced investor appetite for bank debt and equity

A comprehensive study done on quantitative impact on capital and liquidity

requirements of banks in Europe and USA reveal significant shortfall in capital

and liquidity to meet the targets in 2019.

Figure 3

Source: Moody’s Analytics, Charles Stewart-GCC Risk Management

Symposium, January 2012.
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1.6 Objectives, Scope of the Study and General Outline of the Paper

In the light of above, this paper intends to examine issues, challenges and

implications of implementation in Basel III in ten SEACEN member economies

namely, Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Myanmar,

Nepal, Philippines, Sri Lanka and Thailand, based on studies carried out by Ten

Project Team Members of the respective central banks/monetary authorities.

This integrative report intends to summarize the findings of individual project

team reports on different aspects of implementation issues, challenges and

implications and express an overall opinion.

Accordingly the objectives of the study are to:

• Examine types of major banking risks and risk measurement indicators;

• Assess the adequacy of present regulatory framework in implementing Basel

capital framework and enforcing other regulatory action;

• Conduct a preliminary assessment of current capital and liquidity levels;

• Compare components of current capital structure with proposed categories

of capital;

• Evaluate the current leverage structure and identify potential risks;

• Make an assessment of ability of banks to meet Basel requirements at

desired level; and,

• Identify major issues and challenges in implementing Basel framework at

desired level and identify future strategies to address relevant constraints.

1.7 Limitations of the Study

One of the key limitations is the significant diversity in level of application

of Basel framework in the 10 economies due to different economic, political and

financial system conditions and legal frameworks. For example, in the case of

Myanmar and Cambodia, application of Basel capital framework is still at Basel

I level covering only credit risk whereas in economies such as Korea and

Indonesia, application is at Basel II with impact studies being done on implications

of Basel III.

This study is mainly based on the information and data provided in the

respective project team reports submitted by Project Team Members. In many
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cases, micro data required for an in-depth analysis was not provided and even

important, macro data was not available. However, certain macro data extracted

from other sources were used in the analysis whenever possible to make relevant

judgments.

This study only attempts to assess the adequacy of current level of capital

in terms of currently applicable Basel framework in respective economies and

make a qualitative judgment of ability to comply with Basel III capital requirements

and identify potential gaps, risks and challenges. Therefore, no econometric or

statistical model was used in the analysis.

It is also not possible to concentrate purely on the issues and challenges

faced in implementing Basel III given the preliminary level of Basel application

in certain countries. Therefore study tries to identify common issues faced by

respective countries in moving to next level of Basel application and measures

that are being taken to address them.

In case of liquidity standards, major emphasis is on the assessment of current

level of liquidity in terms liquidity risk indicators used in respective economies

since only three countries have carried out impact studies on Basel III liquidity

standards.

In light of differences in the level of application on Basel framework, overall

conditions of financial sector, readiness of implementing Basel III and limitations

in data, it was agreed that the 10 economies be divided into two groups of

Group A and Group B, purely for the purpose of analysis. Accordingly, Brunei

Darussalam, Cambodia, Myanmar, Nepal and Sri Lanka represent Group A

economies, while Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Philippines and Thailand represent

Group B economies. In case of Group A economies, the level of application of

capital framework is either at Basel I or intermediate level of Basel II without

specific plans for implementation of Basel III. In case of Group B economies,

application of Basel II is at a higher level with specific plans for implementing

Basel III.

1.8 Structure of the Paper

Section 1 provides the basic introduction including historical development in

the Basel capital adequacy framework, reasons behind the introduction of Basel

III framework, broad issues and challenges in implementing Basel III in banks

globally and the objective this paper. Section 2 provides the overview of the

financial system and risk assessment. This section examines the overall financial
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system of the respective economies, the banking system and their major risks

and vulnerabilities.

Section 3 provides an assessment of impact of Basel standards at desired

level of application in each economy. This section examines the present level

of capital and liquidity in banks in terms of key performance indicators with an

assessment of adequacy in terms of new Basel III requirements. It is also

expected to examine leverage of banks in terms of Basel III definition and its

compliance.

Section 4 examines issues, challenges and implications of implementation of

Basel III. The broad areas that is covered include regulatory constraints , capital

augmentation and related issues, review of asset and liability management

strategies, implications on cost and profitability, implications on the financial

markets/economy, infrastructure issues, human resources constraints, impact on

cross border supervision, issues in implementation of counter cyclical buffer.

Section 5 examines the way forward and strategic options. The broad areas

that are covered include actions taken on strengthening regulatory framework,

capital and liquidity management strategies by banks, development of capital

markets and instruments, development of infrastructure and address related issues,

capacity building for staff of regulators and banks and the Road Map for

implementation of Basel III. Section 6 concludes the paper highlighting final

outcome.

2. The Overview of Financial System and Risk Assessment

2.1 General Overview of the Financial System

The financial system of both A and B economies consists of the banking

sector and non-banking sector with banks at the core of the financial system.

The non-banking sector   consists of finance companies, microfinance institutions,

insurance companies, superannuation funds and other specialized financial

institutions such as primary dealers, leasing companies, securities companies,

unit trust companies, venture capital companies, credit rating agencies, money

exchanges and remittance companies and mutual funds.

Assets of the banking sector represent about 74-85% and 58-80% of financial

system assets in group A and group B respectively. Further, commercial banks

dominate the banking sector with more than 75% and 63% of market share of

banking sector assets in group A and group B economies respectively.
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Figure 4

Figure 5

Banking System Assets

The Brunei Darussalam financial system is a dual financial system with

Islamic and conventional financial institutions. The banking sector comprise of

nine banks of which 3 are indigenous while the balance 6 are foreign banks.

The Autoriti Monetari Brunei Darussalam (AMBD), being Brunei’s monetary

authority, is the licensing and regulatory authority for the financial system in

Brunei Darussalam. The country’s monetary discipline of having a currency

board system has ensured the full convertibility of base money with the exchange

rate pegged at par to the Singapore Dollar. This current exchange rate regime

and the Currency Interchangeability Agreement (CIA) continue to serve Brunei

Darussalam well.  These arrangements provide a strong underpinning to the
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macroeconomic stability of Brunei Darussalam. The country’s monetary discipline

and prudent fiscal policy has enabled Brunei Darussalam to exercise flexibility

in dealing with potential disruptions to domestic economic stability.

In Cambodia, the banking sector comprise of 31 commercial banks and 7

specialized banks which include locally incorporated banks, foreign bank branches,

subsidiary banks and a state owned bank. The National Bank of Cambodia

(NBC), the central bank, is the authority for regulation and the supervision of

the banking sector.

The banking sector in Myanmar includes four State-owned banks, 19 private

banks and 23 representative offices of foreign banks. Assets of the private sector

banks accounts for around 62% of banking sector assets while the balance 38%

are held by state owned banks. In terms of the Central Bank of Myanmar Law

1990, the Central Bank of Myanmar (CBM) is empowered to regulate financial

system and issue license, inspect and supervise financial institutions.

In the context of Nepal, banks are categorized into two categories namely,

class “A” (Commercial Banks), and class “B” (Development Banks).The Nepal

Rastra Bank (NRB) established under the Nepal Rastra Bank Act, 1955 is

authorized to regulate, control and develop the banking system, issue license for

new banks and financial institutions and to regulate and control foreign exchange

operation.

The banking sector in Sri Lanka consists of 24 licensed commercial banks

(LCBs) and 9 licensed specialized banks (LSBs) which include state banks,

private domestic banks and foreign bank branches. Considering the asset size

and the interconnectedness in the financial system at present, there are eight

banks which have been identified as domestic systemically important banks (D-

SIBs) accounting for around 85% of the total market share. The Central Bank

of Sri Lanka (CBSL) is mandated with securing financial system stability and

economic and price stability. The CBSL, in discharging its responsibilities for

financial stability, is the licensing authority and regulator of licensed banks, finance

companies, leasing companies and primary dealers. The regulation and supervision

of banks is primarily governed by legislations, viz., Monetary Law Act and

Banking Act. Licensed banks are also required to comply with the Exchange

Control Act and laws on anti-money laundering, terrorist financing and financial

transactions reporting and Payments and Settlements Act.

There are two types of banks in Indonesia, namely commercial banks and

rural banks, both of which can operate based on either conventional or syariah
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principles. There are 120 commercial banks and 1,667 rural banks in Indonesia

as at end-June 2012.

Prior to the issuance of  the Financial Service Authority (FSA) Act, Number

21, in 2011, there were two authorities having power to regulate and supervise

financial institutions in Indonesia. Bank Indonesia (BI) has the authority to regulate

and supervise commercial banks and rural banks, while Bapepam-LK under the

Ministry of Finance has the authority to regulate and supervise other financial

institutions and capital markets.

Currently, the supervision of financial institutions in Indonesia is under a

transitional period and the Indonesian FSA is expected to be fully operational by

1 January 2014. non-Islamic commercial banks are subjected to regulations related

to the Basel framework. For the purpose of this study, “banks” terminology will

be used to describe the non-Islamic commercial banks in Indonesia.

Banks in Korea are divided into commercial banks and specialized banks.

Commercial banks consist of 7 nationwide banks, 6 local banks and 38 branches

of foreign banks. There are 5 specialized banks established under a special act

rather than the Banking Act, and their main enterprises are banking businesses.

Malaysia operates a dual banking system (conventional and Islamic banking)

consisting of 25 commercial banks, 15 investment banks and 21 Islamic banks.

Islamic banking is conducted either through Islamic banking windows or via

Islamic bank subsidiaries set up by conventional banks. The composition of

banking institutions in the banking system is regulated by Bank Negara Malaysia

(BNM).

The commercial and investment banks are governed by the Banking and

Financial Institutions Act 1989. In addition, the Capital Market and Securities

Act 2007 also govern investment banks. The governing legislation for Islamic

banks, on the other hand is the Islamic Banking Act 1983. However, in mid-

2013, the governing legislation would be amended and preceded by the Financial

Services Act (for all financial institutions, including commercial and investment

banks) and Islamic Financial Services Act (for Islamic banks).

Banks in the Philippines consist of universal, commercial, thrift, rural and

cooperative banks. By banking classification, there are 38 universal and

commercial banks (U/KBs), 71 thrift banks (TBs), and 614 rural banks (RBs)

for a total of 723 banks. The Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) is the central

monetary authority and at the same time, the supervisor of banks and their
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financial allied subsidiaries and affiliates (except insurance companies), quasi-

banks, non-stock savings and loan associations and pawnshops as provided for

in its Charter (Republic Act (RA) 7653), General Banking Law (RA 8791) and

other special laws.  The Philippine Deposit Insurance Corporation shares some

supervisory powers with the BSP over banks in line with its mandate as deposit

insurer.

Banks in Thailand consist of 11 Thai banks, 4 hybrid banks,16 foreign bank

branches and subsidiaries regulated and supervised by the Bank of Thailand

(BOT).

2.2 Risk Oversight Assessment and Vulnerabilities

The global financial crisis did not have a significant impact on the financial

sectors of Group A and Group B economies. The main reason for this in Group

A economies was that most of them were not highly integrated with the global

financial system. Except for Brunei Darussalam and Nepal, growth in other

economies in Group A was significantly high as reflected by GDP in 2011 which

clearly indicate the minimum impact of the crisis. In the case of Nepal, lower

growth rate has been due to the long-term internal conflict of the country. Except

for Nepal, inflation has been maintained at single digit levels.

Figure 6

Economic Indicators in 2011

Measures taken by the authorities in Group B economies to strengthen the

financial system consequent to the Asian financial crisis in late 1990s made

them more resilient during recent crisis. These reforms focused on strengthening

prudential regulatory standards and aligning them with international norms to

enhance risk management, promote good corporate governance and greater

transparency, and reduce moral hazard. These reforms enabled domestic financial

institutions to manage the risks arising from the banking and debt crisis in Europe

and weak economic growth in the US.

Indonesia’s economy demonstrated considerable resilience amid increasing

uncertainties in the global economy. These conditions were reflected in even
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stronger growth performance of 6.5% in 2011, an all-time high for the past ten

years, and a mild inflation of 3.79%. There was also an improvement in the

quality of growth, reflected in the substantial role of investments and exports as

sources of economic growth, and falling level of unemployment and poverty. In

the financial sector, as a result of worsening crises in Europe and the United

States, the decision made by some investors to liquidate and pull out foreign

capital during second half of  2011, put pressure on the Rupiah, government

yields and share prices. However, the stabilization measures pursued by Bank

Indonesia and the Government, averted a breakout turmoil in the financial markets

and thus they were able to minimize the impact of global financial crisis on

Indonesia’s real sectors. The Financial Stability Index (FSI) which measures the

level of systemic risk in  the Indonesian financial system, was quite stable from

1.65 in June 2011 to reach 1.63 in December 2011, below the forecast estimation

of 1.68.

The resilience of the financial system in Korea was heightened as the

soundness of banks improved, boosted by large-scale net profits, and as foreign

exchange soundness improved, thanks to steps taken to enhance macroprudential

soundness, including imposition of the Macroprudential Stability Levy on non-

core foreign currency deposits. In response to the mounting uncertainties at

home and abroad, the Bank of Korea prepared a wide range of policy initiatives

for financial system stability and pursued them actively. As a first step, the

Bank of Korea sought to heighten the macroprudential soundness of the foreign

exchange sector. It took measures, in consultation with the government, to alleviate

capital flow volatility – including those lowering the ceilings on the forward

exchange positions allowed at foreign exchange banks and restricting institutions

handling the foreign exchange business in their investments of foreign currency-

denominated bonds issued domestically for Korean won funding purposes. The

relevant regulations were, in addition, realigned to facilitate seamless

implementation of the Macroprudential Stability Levy.

Financial stability risks in the Philippines remained manageable due to prudent

regulatory measures taken by the authorities and strength of banks. Risks from

the on-going deleveraging in Europe in line with European banks’ efforts to build

up their capital and strengthen their balance sheets are expected to have a

limited effect on Philippine banks as their exposure to Europe remain minimal

at 1.6% of total assets as of February 2012. Moreover, the relatively liquid local

financial markets, alongside the country’s substantial foreign exchange reserves,

should provide reasonable buffer from a decline in the activities of European

banks. Risk of asset bubbles and other financial imbalances from excess liquidity

in the system brought about by continued foreign exchange inflows will be
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mitigated by prudential tools that are in place which could help ensure the health

of banks and guard against financial stability risks. These tools include ceilings

on real estate exposure, loan-loss provisions, capital adequacy requirements,

foreign currency liquid asset cover and regulations on derivatives.

In Thailand consolidation in the financial system brought the number of

deposit-taking institutions down to 41 from 124 before the 1997/98 crisis, while

the process of debt restructuring in the private sector was more or less complete,

with the debt-to-equity ratio declining from 1.2 in 1998 to 0.7 at present. The

domestic capital market has also grown rapidly in response to the funding needs

of the Thai government and firms, further strengthening the system’s resilience.

Importantly, these improvements have resulted in much stronger balance sheets

for firms and banks. The immediate impact of the global financial crisis on the

Thai economy and the financial system has been thus limited, due to the funding

structure of Thai banks and the low exposure of the Thai banking sector to

subprime assets. This structure was based on domestic deposits that helped to

insulate Thai banks from the tight liquidity conditions abroad.

Despite the ongoing issues related to global financial crises, Group B

economies other than Thailand have been able to achieve satisfactory growth

while maintaining inflation at stable levels in 2011. The Thai economy expanded

well during the first three quarters of 2011 despite the natural disaster in Japan

and the global economic slowdown. However, due to the worst flood in 70 years

in the fourth quarter, the annual economic growth rate was brought down to

0.1% from 7.8% in 2010.

2.2.1 Risk Assessment

Credit Risk: Credit risk appears to be the most significant risk in all

economies. The credit risk of the banking system is fairly low as reflected in

Net Non-performing Loan (NPL) ratios. Credit risks in Korea, Malaysia,

Philippines and Thailand have been entirely mitigated through provision coverage

more than 100%. Credit risks in most other economies have also been mitigated

to considerable extent through provision coverage of more than 50%. However,

in the case of the Myanmar banking sector,  there is exposure to credit

concentration risk as 90% of lending is in the form of overdrafts.

It is further observed that credit risks of all economies are on a declining

trend as reflected in declining NPL ratios (Figure 7) over past few years.

Therefore,  it is apparent that both regulators and banks have taken measures

to maintain credit risk at a manageable level.
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Figure 7

Non-performing Loans 2012

*  Refers to 2011.

N/A: Not available.

Figure 8

Trends in NPL Ratio

Liquidity Risk: Liquidity risk appears to be fairly low as measured by key

liquidity indicators used in respective economies. Except in Brunei Darussalam,

Indonesia and Malaysia, banks in other economies are required to comply with

a minimum liquidity ratio as per the regulatory provisions. In addition, the loans

to deposit ratio is also used as an indicator to measure liquidity risk
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In terms of trends in liquidity ratios, liquidity of banks is at a comfortable

level and above the minimum regulatory requirements. Liquidity reflected in the

loan to deposit ratio does not indicate major liquidity concerns and no significant

volatilities are observed in terms of trends. However, in case of Korea, liquidity

needs to be carefully monitored in the context of higher loan to deposit ratio.

Figure 9

Liquidity Risk Measurement Indicators
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Figure 11

Trends in Liquid Assets Ratios (%)

Figure 10

Liquidity Indicators – 2012

*  Refers to 2011.

** Refers to private banks.
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Although banks in Myanmar were able to maintain statutory liquidity ratio

above minimum requirement of 20%, the ratio declined to 21% in 2012 from

49% in 2009. This is mainly due to the decline in the proportion of liquid assets

held by banks with the expansion in loan portfolio.  The loans to total assets

ratio increased to 38.2% in 2012 from 29.3% in 2010. The loan to deposit ratio

also depicts an increasing trend even though at a comfortable level of 45.6%.

In the light of above, banks in Myanmar may be exposed to liquidity risk in view

of the changes that may place in the economy in the future.  It is, therefore,

necessary to closely monitor the risks emanating from business activities and

improve the risk management framework.

In Indonesia, the loan to total asset ratio has been gradually increasing and

reached 63% in 2012 from 56% in 2008. One key development in the banking

sector is the increasing trend in derivative transactions (including transactions

on behalf of customers and for proprietary trading purposes)  during last 4 years

from 0.99% of total assets in 2009 to 14.8% in 2012. However BI does not see

this as a significant risk.

Banks were able to maintain liquidity at a comfortable level with liquid-

asset-to-liquid-liabilities ratio of 31.1% in 2012 even though the ratio has declined

during past three years. Decline in the ratio was reflected in the increasing

trend in the loan to deposit ratio (LDR) during past three years. This is due to

an increasing contribution from the banking sector to domestic economic growth

through loan origination, albeit also increasing the level of liquidity risk being

faced by banks. Under current regulation on monetary reserve requirement,

Bank Indonesia imposed a disincentive for banks having LDR ratio under 78%

or above 100%, subjecting them to higher reserve requirement than banks having

LDR ratios between 78% to 100%. This policy aims to increase the intermediation

process and reduce the monetary costs faced by Bank Indonesia because banks

place their excess liquidity in monetary instruments.

Deposits comprised of current accounts, saving accounts and time deposits

which are the main sourcea of funding for Indonesian banks and accounts for

around 90% of banks’ total funding, equal to an average of 76% of banks’ total

assets. Of the total funding, around 85% are in domestic currency.

In the case of Korea, banks have maintained liquidity ratio above the

minimum of 100%. The loan to deposit ratio at 108.2 is considered high and may

lead to liquidity concerns. However, this ratio has been on a declining trend

since 2008 from a very high level of 130.4%.
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Banks in the Philippines have a relatively steady core funding base made

up of deposits, which accounted for 73.3% of total resources as of end-2011.

More than 99% of total peso and foreign currency deposits and deposit substitutes

are held by residents, reducing vulnerability to capital flight. Liquid assets to

total assets remained high at 33.3%. Foreign currency liquidity risk is limited by

a liquid asset cover requirement of 30% of foreign currency liabilities. Current

regulations provide for the principles of sound liquidity risk management but do

not impose specific measures.

In Thailand, commercial banks and foreign bank branches are required to

maintain liquid assets on average of no less than 6% of total deposits and total

borrowings with maturities of not over 1 year. Accordingly, liquidity is at a

comfortable level with ratio at 28.8%. However, the loan to deposit ratio has

shown an increasing trend in the past few years.

Figure 12

Trends in Loans to Deposit Ratio

*   Refes to loans/(deposit+bills of exchange).

Market Risk: Market risk appears to be fairly low or insignificant in all

Group A economies. The exposure of the banks to market risk in Brunei

Darussalam was negligible due to the low trading portfolios and minimal exposure

to foreign exchange risk, as a result of substantial foreign assets held in Singapore

dollars by banks. Market risk in Sri Lankan banks remains low with risk weighted

assets in relation to market risk being 3.2% of the total risk weighted assets.
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There is no adequate information relating to operational risk of the banking

systems. The preliminary data reported to the CBSL on internal loss data on

operational losses do not indicate significant losses.

A number of prudential measures have been adopted to address the issue

of operational risk in Cambodia including the regulation on governance, fit and

proper test, and internal controls. Progress to date has proved satisfactory in

terms of risk management including operational risk. Despite such progress,

additional prudential measures especially capital charge for operational risk is

under consideration for adoption in response to the growing scope and scale of

operations of banking institutions.

The Banking Soundness Index based on selected financial soundness

indicators representing capital, asset quality, profitability, liquidity and sensitivity

to market risk indicates that the banking system in Sri Lanka has been sound

and stable over the medium term.

In the light of above, no significant risks in terms of credit, liquidity and

market were observed in the economies.

3. Assessment of the Impact of Basel Standards

3.1 Current Status of Application of Basel Capital Adequacy Framework

Application of the Basel framework differ significantly among economies

with Myanmar and Cambodia still at a basic level of Basel I for only credit risk

while Sri Lanka and Nepal has moved to Basel II partial application with future

plans for full implementation. In the case of Brunei Darussalam, a hybrid of

Basel I for credit risk modified with Basel II credit risk application and basic

indicator approach for operational risk have been adopted.

In Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Philippines and Thailand, application of Basel

is at a higher level with the adoption of Basel II almost in full and with some

measures being taken to adopt Basel III at different levels.
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The Basel 1 capital framework for credit risk for all licensed banks has

been initially implemented in Brunei Darussalam in 2006 and the formulae for

capital has been revised in 2010 under the Banking Order 2006 and 2010.

Accordingly, banks are required to maintain a minimum core capital adequacy

ratio (Tier 1) of 5% and total capital ratio of 10%. The revised CAR is based

on a hybrid of Basel I and Basel II which is a combination of Basel I on credit

risk and incorporates operational risk on the Basic Indicator Approach and the

risk weights for external counterparties in Credit Risk from Basel II.

In terms of the market risk, the Banks in Brunei Darussalam have very

small investment and trading portfolios which are very insignificant, and owing

to the limited exposure, market risk has still not been incorporated into the Capital

formula as authorities do not consider it a priority. The banks have little or no

exposure to interest rate risk and even to exchange risk the exposure is minimal

as the majority of foreign assets are held in Singapore dollars which eliminates

the exchange risk since the Brunei dollar is at par with the Singapore dollar due

to the convertibility arrangement with Singapore.

Banks in Cambodia shall at all times observe a solvency ratio in accordance

with the existing regulations. This solvency ratio of their net worth to their

aggregate credit risk exposure shall not be less than 15%. Total net worth consist

of Tier 1 capital (core capital) and Tier 2 capital (supplementary capital). In the

Tier II capital computation, discretion is given to the NBC, to allow the addition

of revaluation reserves, subordinated debt and other items, based on the NBC’s

agreement. The calculation does not consider a market risk component, which

is relevant, as dealing in precious metals, raw materials and commodities, are

authorized activities. Although such activities are not widely conducted, industry

representatives expressed interest in having their banks deal in precious metals,

raw materials and commodities.

The Basel 1 capital framework was implemented in Myanmar in 1992 under

the Central Bank of Myanmar Law 1990 and Financial Institutions of Myanmar

Law 1990. Accordingly, banks are required to maintain a minimum, core capital

ratio (Tier 1) of 5% and total capital ratio of 10%.

In the case of computation of risk weighted assets, fixed assets were assigned

20% risk weight as opposed to 100% recommended in Basel 1 standards which

could overstate the capital ratios. However, it is not possible to compute the

quantum of impact in absence of required data. The market risk, however, has

not yet been incorporated into the framework.
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NRB has fully implemented all three pillars of Basel II in commercial banks

since financial year 2008-09. Pillar I of Basel II was adopted with simplified

standardized approach on credit risk, net open position approach (NOP - only

covers foreign exchange risk) on market risk and basic indicator approach on

operational risk.  Unless a higher minimum ratio has been set by NRB for an

individual bank through a review process, commercial banks shall maintain at all

times Tier 1 capital of 6% and total capital fund of 10%. Development banks

are adopting Basel I and shall maintain at all times Tier 1 capital at 5.5% and

total capital fund at 11%.

Commencing 1 January 2008, the Capital Requirements Directive was

implemented in the Sri Lanka requiring all banks to adopt Pillar I of Basel II

with standardized approach on credit risk, standardized measurement approach

on market risk and basic indicator approach on operational risk. The minimum

capital adequacy ratios currently in force for banks in Sri Lanka is 10%, with

core capital not less than 5%, when compared with 8% and 4%, respectively,

recommended by BCBS.

In 2011, an Exposure Draft was issued on the Implementation of Standardized

Approach on Operational Risk and Guidelines for advanced approaches on

collecting internal loss data of banks to facilitate moving to Advanced

Measurement Approach, with a view to facilitate  banks to commence tracking

of internal loss data and mapping such data according to business lines. This will

facilitate the development and functioning of a credible operational risk

measurement system in banks.

In April 2012, a Consultation Paper on Implementation of Pillar 2 of Basel

II on Supervisory Review Process was issued to banks. The requirements are

due to be finalized and the Direction to be issued during 2013 requiring banks

to maintain capital on all risks. Direction on Pillar 3 of Basel II on Market

Discipline is scheduled to be issued in 2013 after reviewing the status of disclosure

based on the International Financial Reporting Standards.

Banks in Indonesia were required to comply with Pillar I of Basel II in

January 2012 with the standardised approach for credit risk, basic indicator

approach for operational risk, and standard model for market risk. The usage

of more advanced approaches are not mandatory and subject to a supervisory

approval process. Bank Indonesia amended the regulation on market risk capital

requirement in 2008 and 2012, allowing banks to use the internal model for the

purpose of calculating the regulatory capital requirement.
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Pillar 2 of Basel II has been implemented at end-2012. In terms of Pillar

2 regulation, Bank Indonesia will use the result of risk-based bank rating

assessment (from supervisory process) into the calculation of minimum capital

requirement. There will be an additional 1% up to 6% capital requirements,

depending on the rating of bank’s risk profile, from the current 8% minimum

capital requirement.

Regarding implementation of Pillar 3 of Basel II, Bank Indonesia was in the

process of revising the regulation on publication and transparency of bank financial

conditions, to be issued in Q3 2012. Additional scope of disclosure in the Pillar

3 regulation are (i) qualitative and quantitative diclosure regarding capital level

and (ii) qualitative and quantitative disclosure regarding exposure level and risk

management quality. The disclosure will be available through  the Bank’s annual

report and website.

In the capital aspect, since 2008, definition of capital has been based on

Basel II framework but with several conservative adjustments, such as:

• “Current year profit and loss” is calculated considering only 50% of its

value during profit condition, while considering 100% of its value during

loss condition.

• “Revaluation reserve from fixed assets” being calculated considering only

45% of its value.

• Treatment of “deferred tax assets” is deducted from Tier 1 capital, instead

of being part of risk weighted assets (RWA) calculation.

Korea adopted Basel I along with its introduction in 1988 and incorporated

capital charge for market risk from 2002. Banks are required to maintain a

minimum capital adequacy ratio of 8% on risk weighted assets as per regulations

of Financial Services Commission (FSC) and the Financial Supervisory Service

(FSS). Basel II with advanced approaches for credit and operational risk has

been implemented from beginning 2009.2

In Malaysia, Basel I for conventional banks was introduced in 1989. For

institutions only offering Islamic financial services, the capital adequacy

framework only began in 2008. Malaysia adopted a 2 stage approach to Basel

II; stage 1 in 2008 and stage 2 in 2010.

________________

2. www.iflr.com: South Korea: A soft  transition,, published 31 January 2012.
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Pillar 1 Credit risk – Standardised Approach 2008

Credit risk – IRB Approach (foundation) 2010

Credit risk – IRB Approach (advanced) 2010

Operational risk – Basic Indicator Approach 2008

Operational risk – Standardised/Alternative

Standardised Approach 2008

Operational risk – Advanced Measurement Approach N/A

Pillar 2 2010

Pillar 3 2010

Pillar I and III of Basel II has been implemented from July 2007 in the

Philippines. To address the second pillar, the BSP issued the guiding principles

on 15 January 2009 and were adopted by banks on 1 January 2011. Stand-alone

TBs, RBs and cooperative banks (Coop Banks), that are not subsidiaries of U/

KBs, are covered by a separate risk-based capital adequacy framework referred

to by the BSP as the Basel 1.5 framework which is a simplified version of

Basel II in view of the simple operations of these covered banks.

Basel II, Pillar I has been introduced in Thailand in 2008 with Standardized

and FIRB Approach while AIRB Approach has been introduced in 2009. Pillar

II and Pillar III has been introduced in 2010 and 2009 respectively.

3.2 Assessment of Impact on Current Capital Ratios

3.2.1 Status of Current Level and Adequacy of Capital of Individual

Banks or Banking Groups in Terms of Key Performance

Indicators for Capital

Both Tier I and Total Capital Ratios of all economies are well above the

minimum ratios set by their respective regulators. In case of Brunei Darussalam,

Cambodia and Myanmar, Tier I capital ratios are, more than 4 times and in

other economies, more than 2 times the required minimum and even significantly

higher than required minimum total capital ratio.
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Figure 14

Capital Adequacy Ratios of Banks (%) – 2012

**  Refers to 2011.

Figure 16: Trend in Total CapitalFigure 15: Trend in Tier 1 Capital

** Refers to private commercial banks only.
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Figure 17

Trend in Tier 1 Capital

Philippines

**  Refers to private commercial banks only.

Figure 18

Trend in Total Capital

**  Refers to private commercial banks only.
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It is observed from the above graphs that both Tier I and Total capital ratios

in Cambodia and Myanmar are significantly high and above the minimum

requirements even though the ratios show a declining trend during the past 3

years. This decline is mainly due to rapid credit expansion and increase in risk

weighted assets as a result of growing economic activities taking place in the

two economies. Brunei Darussalam and Sri Lanka have been able to maintain

the ratios at stable levels without significant fluctuations. In the case of Nepal,

private commercial banks have been able to maintain the ratios at a stable level

without significant fluctuations. Both Tier I and total capital ratios of state owned

banks in Nepal were below the minimum levels due to the negative capital in

two state banks.

Therefore, the capital levels of all Group A economies are well above the

minimum ratios stipulated by their own regulators as well as Basel I or II

requirements given the fact that credit risk is the most significant risk.

Banks in Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand are required to comply with

minimum regulatory capital ratios for both Tier I and total capital as per the

respective regulations. However, in the case of Korea and the Philippines, banks

are required to comply with only minimum total regulatory capital ratio as per

the respective regulations

Capital levels in Group B are much higher even in terms of currently

applicable Basel II standards for international banks.  This reflects the strong

capital position of the Group B banks.

As reflected in Figure 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18, all economies in Group B were

able to maintain both capital ratios at stable levels and well above Basel standards

without significant volatility during past five years. In terms of Tier I capital,

banks in Indonesia reported the highest ratio of 15.6% while banks in Korea

reported the lowest at 11.1%. In terms of total capital, banks in Indonesia reported

the highest ratio of 17.5%, while banks in Korea reported the lowest at 14.3%

in 2012. One of the key observations is the significant improvement in capital

levels of banks in all economies compared to the levels prevailing at the time

of the global financial crisis.

In the case of Indonesia, the capital-to-asset ratio is 11.98% which is above

the average of middle income countries of 10.2%, high income countries at

7.15% and Euro area at 6.7%.
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Excess capital has been the general trend for Malaysian banks over the

past few years.80% of the regulatory capital of banks comprised of high quality

going-concern capital. This trend has been maintained over the years due to the

prudent earnings retention employed by the Malaysian banks. Over the last

decade, approximately 58% of new capital of banking institutions in Malaysia

is attributable to increases in reserves and retained earnings. This  effort may

be partly credited to the Bank Negara Malaysia’s practice of assessing capital

adequacy and capital management practices under the risk-based supervisory

framework. The supervisors have emphasized efforts at ensuring individual

banking institutions operate at capital levels that commensurate with their

respective risk profiles. In addition, the approval of dividend payouts by Bank

Negara Malaysia would take into consideration the results of stress tests.

3.2.2 Assessment of Capital Levels in Terms of Enhanced Capital

Requirements under Different Capital Components and

Quantification of Future Capital Requirements

Figure 19 describes the composition of total capital in all economies. It is

very clear that in all economies, Tier I capital accounts for more than 86% of

total capital except in Korea and Thailand. The reliance on Tier II capital by

banking sectors in these economies has been minimum and limited to less than

14%. Heavy reliance on Tier I capital is an indication of strong quality capital.

Figure 19

Comparison of Tier 1 and Total Capital

*** Refers to Private commercial banks only.
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3.2.2.1 Impact Assessment in Group A

Tier I capital of Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, Myanmar, Nepal and Sri

Lanka primarily comprised of paid up share capital, retained profits, share premium

and other disclosed reserves constituting more than 90% of Tier I capital.

No assessment of capital levels has been made in terms of enhanced capital

requirements under different capital components and quantification of future

capital requirements other than in Nepal and Sri Lanka.

In the absence of detailed information on structure of Tier I, Tier II and

regulatory adjustments constituting total capital, it is difficult to describe the level

of Common Equity Tier I capital (CET I) in terms of Basel III requirements.

However, as per the available information more than 90% of Tier I capital

constitutes of CET I.

In the case of Nepal,  the Average CET 1 capital of private banks based

on April 2012 data was 10.9% while it was 1.7% for state banks. Therefore,

a majority of private banks in Nepal can comfortably meet CET 1 requirements

and also have common equity to meet capital buffers. In the case of state banks,

capital injection is required to meet even CET 1 requirement. In Basel III, the

trading book exposures especially those having credit risk and re-securitization

exposures in both banking and trading book attract enhanced capital charges.

In the context of Nepal, banks are very small and they do not have any exposure

to re-securities instruments, impact of these changes in capital insignificant.

In Sri Lanka, foreign banks maintain high capital adequacy ratios owing to

extending credit to highly rated corporates and in the case of small foreign banks,

the minimum capital requirements have not been fully utilized. The domestic

banks maintain capital on the diversified loan portfolios and therefore, capital is

used to a large extent.

In the case of Sri Lanka core capital or Tier I, capital predominately consists

of going-concern capital instruments such as share capital, share premium,

statutory reserve fund and the retained profits having capacity to unconditionally

absorb losses as stress arise allowing the bank to remain in business. The Tier

I capital consists mainly of ordinary share capital and share premium - 35%,

retained profits - 30% and General reserves - 35%. Further Sri Lankan banks

are required  to maintain a statutory reserve fund in terms of the Banking Act

where banks are required to transfer funds out of the net profits after the payment
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of tax each year, before any dividend is declared or any profits are transferred

to the head office or elsewhere. This is a sum equivalent to not less than 5%

of paid up or assigned capital and a further 2% of profits until the amount of

the said reserve fund is equal to the paid up or assigned capital of such bank.

At present, no Sri Lankan bank has issued non-cumulative, non-redeemable

preference shares. Therefore, CBSL preliminary assessment indicates that the

Tier I capital maintained by banks under Basel II is equivalent to the common

equity Tier I and Additional Tier I under Basel III. In terms of current capital

structure, banks can comfortably meet the CET 1 requirement including capital

buffers with CET 1 at 13.3%.

Considering the macroeconomic goal of increasing per capital income to

USD 4000 by 2016, and the expected increase of banking assets to Rs. 10 bn,

banks in Sri Lanka have been requested to increase their minimum capital by

2015 on a staggered basis to Rs. 5 bn by end 2015.

In case of Brunei Darussalam, 96% of Tier I capital of the banks is in the

form of common equity, i.e., paid up capital and reserves. Therefore, banks in

Brunei are already capable of meeting CET 1 capital requirements in Basel III.

Banks have held capital conservation buffers in the form of statutory reserve

funds to which, annually, all banks transfer a percentage of profits, since 2006.

In Cambodia, Tier I capital is 25%, showing a strong stable capital base of

banks in 2011 and mainly consists of CET 1. Additionally, all covered entities

must be able to prove that its assets minus related potential losses and intangibles

exceed its liabilities to third parties by an amount at least equal to the minimum

capital.

Tier 1 capital of Myanmar banks consist of paid up capital, retained earnings,

share premium and disclosed reserves. Further, around 90% of total capital comes

from Tier I capital in this case CET I. The overall capital of the banking system

has increased significantly during past several years from Kyat 107.39 bn in

2008 to Kyat 475.74 bn in 2012.The increase is mainly due to increase in Tier

I capital as a result of accumulation of retained earnings.

Figure 20 below presents a comparison of CET1, Tier 1 and total capital

of banks in Group A in 2012 against the Basel III requirements. In the case of

Myanmar and Cambodia, it is assumed that CET1 represents around 90% of

Tier 1 capital as Tier 1 capital is substantially in the form of CET 1. Further

it is observed from the information provided that regulatory adjustments to be

made from CET 1 are negligible.
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It is very clear that banks in Group A economies can comfortably meet

CET 1 requirement with excess over minimum 4.5% ranging from 6.4% in Nepal

to as high as 18.5% in Myanmar. Therefore, current CET 1 levels can also

easily accommodate requirements under both capital buffers. In the case of

Tier 1, capital excess over the minimum 6% range from 6.2% in Nepal to as

high as 19.6% in Myanmar while in the case of total capital excess over minimum

8% range from 5.6% in Nepal to as high as 19.9% in Myanmar. One reason

for this is the existing higher regulatory capital requirements than Basel and

non-availability of complex capital and debt instruments and less developed

financial markets. This has prompted banks to issue high quality capital, mainly

common equity and build up of reserves through retained earnings.

Figure 20

Comparison of Capital Levels in 2012 in Terms of Basel III

**  Refers to 2011.

In the light of above, banking systems in Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia,

Myanmar, Nepal (only private banks) and Sri Lanka are capable of meeting

CET I, Tier I and total capital requirements in Basel III including capital buffers

due to existing high level of core capital structure, quality of capital and regulatory

requirements.

3.2.2.2 Impact Assessment in Group B

Impact Assessment in Indonesia

For the purposes of assessing the impact of Basel III framework on different

types of banks, Indonesian banks were categorized into four types - State-owned

banks (banks that are owned and controlled by Indonesian government), Regional

Development Banks (banks that are owned and controlled by Indonesian local

governments and generally operate in its regions or municipal areas), Foreign
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Owned Banks (banks that are branches of foreign banks) and other locally

Incorporated Banks( banks that do not fall into one of the above categories).

In terms of market share of assets, 4 state banks accounts for 36% while

80 locally incorporated banks accounts for 46%. All four categories of banks

have been able to maintain total capital above 13.8% during past five years. As

per June 2012, data on foreign owned banks reported the highest CAR ratio at

28.4%, followed by Regional Development Banks at 17.0%, State-owned Banks

at 16.6% and Other Locally Incorporated Banks at 16.2%. Banks’ capital is

growing at a similar rate as their total asset, making them able to maintain the

capital ratios of banks at a stable level. A major contributory factor to the growth

in capital in Indonesian banking system is sustained Return on Assets (ROA)

during past several years. As a result, the average CAR of Indonesian banks

has been maintained above 16% during past six years.

The definition of  Tier 1 capital under current capital regulation of Bank

Indonesia meet the definition of Common Equity Tier 1 in Basel III framework

since  all Tier 1 instruments in Indonesian banks are same as  CET1 instruments

defined in Basel III framework. Further, certain elements of current regulation

are more conservative than Basel III recommendations, e.g., current year profits,

investment in capital instruments of other financial institutions, and deferred tax

asset.

• “Current year profit and loss” is calculated considering only 50% of its

value during profit condition, while considering 100% of its value during loss

condition.

• “Revaluation reserve from fixed assets” being calculated only 45% of its

value.

• Treatment of “deferred tax asset” is deducted from Tier 1 capital, instead

of being part of risk weighted asset (RWA) calculation.

Tier I capital at 15.4%, which is equivalent to CET 1, indicates strong capital

position of banks and is a reflection of their ability to comply with Basel III

capital requirements without difficulty.

Indonesia is among five countries3 where Basel III implementation has a

positive impact on bank’s capital level and capital adequacy ratio. This result is

based on a comprehensive quantitative impact study4 done globally by the Basel
________________

3. Five countries where Basel III implementation have positive impact are Hong Kong, Indonesia,

Luxemburg, Mexico dan Russia.

4. Bank for International Settlement, available at http://www.bis.org/publ/bcbs231.pdf
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Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) using banks’ financial data in

December 2011. This is mainly due to more stringent capital treatments currently

applicable to Indonesian banks in comparison to Basel III recommendations

(Appendix 1).

As per the outcome of two Indonesian banks that participated in this study

representing 24.1% market share of the Indonesian banking industry, the Basel

III framework contributes to an increase in CAR ratio by 287 bps and 229 bps.

The most significant factors that contribute to the increase in capital amount

and capital adequacy ratio are more relaxed treatments in Basel III framework

with respect to (i) current year profit and loss; and (ii) investment in other financial

institutions where bank own more than 20% shares.

In a similar study conducted by Bank Indonesia for national level banks

using regular financial reports submitted by banks during period of January 2012

until June 2012, Bank Indonesia observed similar results as in the case of BCBS

study.

Implementation of Basel III contribute to an increase in RWA of around 3%

while it also contributes to an increase in total capital around 9% - 11%, during

the first half of 2012. As seen in Figure 21, the positive gap between Basel III

CAR and current CAR ratio were increasing steadily from only 99 bps in January

2012 to become 152 bps in June 2012. This phenomenon was caused by an

increasing amount of accumulated current year profit being included in the

calculation of total capital for each reporting period.

Figure 21

Result of National Quantitative Impact Study

on Basel III Implementation

The impact of Basel III implementation by type of banks can be seen in

Figure 22 below. Except in foreign banks, the CAR of all other types of banks

will have a positive impact. In case of foreign banks, they do not receive the

benefit of capital increase from current year profit accumulation because they

usually transfer almost if not all, of their profits to their head offices.
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Impact Assessment in Korea

The results of a QIS (Quantitative Impact Study) implemented by the Basel

Committee on Bank Supervision (BCBS) suggest that Korean banks’ additional

financial burdens that are needed to satisfy the enhanced capital regulations

may not be sizable. As of end-2009, eight major Korean banks exhibited a CET

1 ratio of 10.3%, a Tier 1 ratio of 10.4%, and a total capital ratio of 13.5%, all

much higher than the minimum Basel III requirements of 7.0%, 8.5% and 10.5%

respectively. It is, however, expected that Korean banks may face additional

capital burdens if the Korean supervisory authority enforces domestic rules

stronger than the international ones, or imposes additional capital requirements

on D-SIBs (domestic systemically important banks).

It is possible that the Korean supervisory authority will implement rules on

Korean banks that are stricter than international rules. In this case, Korean

banks may respond by either enhancing their capital or reducing their risk-

weighted assets. The amounts of capital required in order for Korean banks to

meet the possible enhanced capital regulations will vary depending on the target

capital ratio. If the target ratio (Basel III basis) is set at 13.0%, including the

countercyclical buffer, then the amount of required capital is estimated at 16.6

trillion won. If the ratio is set at 14.6%, which was the average total capital

Figure 22

Impact of Basel III Implementation by Type of Banks
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ratio of Korean banks in 2010, the amount of required capital is estimated at

34.3 trillion won.

If banks procure this capital through internal reserves, it is expected that

three to five years will be needed to reach the target level. Korean banks will

usually procure capital through internal reserves rather than by issuance of new

stock. New stock issuance costs much more than other funding methods, and

is hard to do often as it requires the consideration of many factors such as stock

market conditions and the possibility of declines in price of existing shareholders’

stock holdings. If the capital regulations are enhanced, banks’ TB (Treasury bill)

investment is expected to increase due to their portfolio adjustments carried out

to reduce risks.

Since the global financial crisis, the volume of Korean banks’ risk-weighted

assets has fallen steadily, while their total asset volume has exhibited stable

behavior. This means that Korean banks have replaced some of their high-risk

assets with lower-risk assets.

Impact Assessment in Malaysia

The Malaysian banking system as a whole continued to remain well capitalized

with the Total Capital Ratio (RWCR) and Tier 1 Capital Ratio for year ending

2012 being 15.24% and 13.42% respectively. The excess capital has been the

general trend for Malaysian banks over the past few years. The banks have

been operating above the 15% capital ratio for the past 4 years. Even in 2008,

during the global financial crisis, the capital ratio of Malaysian banks was

well above the minimum requirement at 12.6%. This trend has been maintained

over the years due to the prudent earnings retention employed by the local banks.

Over the last decade, approximately 58% of new capital of banking institutions

in Malaysia is attributable to increases in reserves and retained earnings. This

effort may be partly credited to the Bank Negara Malaysia’s practice of assessing

capital adequacy and capital management practices under the risk-based

supervisory framework. The supervisors have emphasized efforts at ensuring

individual banking institutions operate at capital levels commensurate with their

respective risk profiles. In addition, the approval of dividend payouts by Bank

Negara would take into consideration the results of stress tests.

Figure 23 presents the results of impact study done on Malaysian banks

based on 2011 capital levels in moving to Basel III. Accordingly CET 1, Tier

1 and Total Capital ratios would decline from present levels by 3.8%, 4.3% and

2.5% respectively to reach 9%, 9% and 13.2% respectively.
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Figure 23

Impact on Capital on Malaysian Banks

The impact in the CET 1 ratio is due to the differences in treatment of

reserves that are now recognized as capital (i.e., available-for-sale instruments,

property revaluation reserves, and foreign exchange reserves) and the regulatory

adjustments applied to capital. As shown in Figure 23 below, significant negative

impact on CET 1 is a result of the regulatory adjustments, the most prominent

one being the deduction in investment in subsidiary and other financial institutions

from CET 1.

However, Malaysian banks are operating at comfortable capital levels and

well above the minimum requirement as proposed by the Basel III framework

despite the negative impact. Further estimates have shown that the capital ratios

of most Malaysian banks would not fall below the minimum requirement even

without transitional arrangements.

Figure 24

Composition of Changes in CET1 from Basel II to Basel III
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Impact Assessment in the Philippines

Existing regulations in the Philippines requires a minimum capitalization based

on the type of banking license and/or its location. In addition, the CAR of a

bank, consolidated across the parent bank and its subsidiary financial allied

undertakings (but excluding any insurance subsidiary or affiliate), must not be

lower than 10% and these regulations on bank capital must be complied on daily

basis. Since there are material consequences for any breach, there is the built-

in incentive for banks to purposely set a buffer above the regulatory minima.

At end-2011, total capital ratio for the Philippine banking system is at 16.7%

when banking institutions are taken on a stand-alone (“solo”) basis. The ratio

rises to 17.6% if affiliates and subsidiaries are taken collectively with their parent

bank (“consolidated”). With limited use of hybrid capital, the corresponding Tier

1 ratio is at 14.4% on a solo basis as given in Figure 25.

Figure 25

Capital Adequacy and Tier 1 Ratios (December 2011)

Source: Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas.

In terms of banking groups, universal and commercial banks which dominates

the sector with a market share of 88.5%, both in terms of risk-weighted

assets and qualifying capital, drives the systems CAR. However, the remaining

groups have CARs within a range of 15.7% to 18.4% despite the vast difference

in market size. A stress testing exercise for credit, market and liquidity risks

has been run every semester since 2011on 55 banks which cover all universal/

commercial banks and the largest thrift banks in order to validate the strength

of banks’ capital. These 55 banks represent 96.2% of the assets of the banking

system and 96.8% of its capital base. The results show that the balance

sheets of the tested banks are well able to absorb a considerable amount
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of stress.5 Instead of simply relying on high CAR values, it is these results that

provide the BSP with the comfort that the system as a whole is well-capitalized

against the potential occurrence of financial risks. Accordingly, banks operating

in the Philippines can take on increased risk exposures without compromising

their ability to meet regulatory capital provisions.

In order to assess the impact of implementation of Basel III, a simulation

has been conducted by Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas using different scenarios: (i)

with and without grandfather legacy capital instruments, (ii) phase-in of selected

regulatory adjustments and (iii) alternative treatments for investments in non-

financial allied and non-allied undertakings.

The results are given in Figure 26.

Figure 26

Simulation of Capital Position under Different Basel III Scenarios

________________

5. For credit risk, up to a 50% write-off without recovery is considered. For market risk,

interest rate shocks of 500 bps for both local and foreign interest rates are applied. In

addition, the local currency was depreciated at 30% and combined with the interest rate

shock. Liquidity tests are in the form of gapping analysis for both local and foreign currency

exposures at various tenor buckets.

6. Applies to investments in non-financial allied and non-allied undertakings.

7. There are deductions which are imposed as part of the Basel II framework. The treatment

is a 50% deduction from Tier 1 and a 50% deduction from Tier 2. Thus, the context of

a full deduction at inception is actually an increment of 50%, minimizing the gains from

a staggered deduction program.

Source: Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas.

As per the results, banks can still maintain, on average, a significant buffer

over the regulatory minima and the relatively limited use of hybrid instruments

keeps the CET1 ratio well above the prudential threshold. However two banks

will fall below the 10% Total CAR threshold but none will be below the 7.5%

Tier 1 minimum. Even the choice between a full or staggered deduction creates

at best only a 1.2 percentage point difference from a relatively high7 base.
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Accordingly banks in the Philippines will not foresee significant challenges in

meeting Basel III requirements.

Impact Assessment in Thailand

Based on results of the Quantitative Impact Study (QIS)8 that the BOT has

conducted five times using data of December 2009, December 2010, June 2011,

December 2011, and latest June 2012, the Thai banking sector is well capitalized

and not much affected by the new minimum capital requirements, which raise

both quality and quantity of the capital base. This is due to the fact that the

current capital structures of Thai banks are mostly comprised of Common Equity

(over 90%) with highest loss absorbing capacity. Only a trivial part contains

different types of capital instruments that will be gradually phased out along the

timeline of Basel III implementation. As of September 2012, the average Tier

1 Ratio (mostly Common Equity) for Thai-registered banks is equivalent to 11.1%,

while the average Total Capital Ratio equals to 15.6%. For foreign bank branches,

the average Total Capital Ratio9 amounts to 17.4%.

These figures clearly reflect strong profitability of the Thai banking sector

that has buoyant since 2003. Evidently, these ratios are not only beyond the

minimum capital requirements but also even sufficient to comply with conservation

buffer. Results of the comprehensive quantitative impact study done based on

31 December 2010 data is given in Figure 27.

Figure 27

Results of the Comprehensive Quantitative Impact Study

________________

8. The QIS results are based on the strong assumption set out by BCBS, i.e., full implementation

of Basel III in 2013, meaning:  (i) to fully exclude (instead of “phase-out”) capital instruments

that no longer qualify as non-CET1 or Tier 2 capital and (ii) to fully deduct (instead of

“phase-in) of the newly defined regulatory adjustments BIS Ratio.

9. Components of the regulatory capital of foreign bank branches differ from those of Thai-

incorporated banks. It is thus a point of consideration on how to impose the Basel III

capital requirements for foreign bank branches in the comparable way as those for Thai-

incorporated banks.
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In light of the above, capital levels in Group B economies are high and can

comfortably meet Basel III requirements with no immediate requirements in

raising new capital. In the case of Indonesia, Basel III implementation will also

result in an increase in capital ratios.

3.3 Assessment of Current Level of Leverage

One of the underlying features of the crisis was the build-up of excessive

on- and off-balance sheet leverage in the banking system. In many cases, banks

built up excessive leverage while still showing strong risk based capital ratios.

During the most severe part of the crisis, the banking sector was forced by the

market to reduce its leverage in a manner that amplified downward pressure on

asset prices, further exacerbating the positive feedback loop between losses,

declines in bank capital, and contraction in credit availability.

Therefore, the BCBS agreed to introduce a simple, transparent, non-risk

based leverage ratio that is calibrated to act as a credible supplementary measure

to the risk based capital requirements. The leverage ratio is intended to achieve

the following objectives:

• Constrain the build-up of leverage in the banking sector, helping to avoid the

destabilizing deleveraging processes which can damage the broader financial

system and the economy; and

• Reinforce the risk based requirements with a simple, non-risk based

“backstop” measure10.

The basis of calculation is the average of the monthly leverage ratio over

the quarter based on the definitions of capital (the capital measure) and total

exposure (the exposure measure). The Committee will test a minimum Tier 1

leverage ratio of 3% during the parallel run period from 1 January 2013 to 1

January 2017.

In the case of economies in both Group A and Group B where data has

been provided,  banks can comfortably meet minimum leverage ratio of 3%

defined in Basel III as given in Figure 28 below. However, in Nepal, the leverage

ratio is negative in two state banks due to negative capital. Study on leverage

ratio by type of banks in Indonesia indicates all of them are comfortable with

a leverage ratio above 8%.

________________

10. www.bis.org Basel III: A Global Regulatory Framework for More Resilient Banks and

Banking Systems.
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3.4 Assessment of Liquidity in Terms of New Liquidity Ratios

3.4.1 Current Level and Adequacy of Liquidity of Individual Banks

or Banking Groups in Terms of Key Performance Indicators

for Liquidity

As discussed in the earlier section, liquidity of the banking systems in both

Group A and Group B economies is satisfactory and above the respective

statutory liquid assets ratios. Accordingly, no major liquidity concerns are observed

in all economies which warrant immediate remedial action. However, specific

issues highlighted need to be monitored and appropriate action is required.

Banks in Brunei Darussalam are characteristically highly liquid and therefore

liquidity is not a regulatory concern in the short-term or in the long-term. However,

there is adequate provision in the banking statutes to impose mandatory liquidity

requirements, if the need arises. The high level of liquidity held by the banks

in Brunei Darussalam is at the cost of low levels of credit in the economy.

Therefore, the priority of the Authority is credit growth which it seeks to facilitate.

To impose the Basel III liquidity requirements at the cost of credit growth is not

the desire of the Authority. Authorities are satisfied that at the current level of

liquidity in the industry, both the short- and the long-term liquidity requirements

of Basel III can meet the LCR and the NSFR.

Figure 28: Leverage of Banks

2012

Figure 29: Leverage of Banks

2012

N/A: Not Available.
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The issues related to liquidity are also less of a concern in Cambodia. Banking

institutions are highly liquid which basically is maintained in the form of cash

and placement with banks. The proposal by Basel III on liquidity that includes

liquidity coverage ratio and net stable funding ratio is crucial but complex for

implementation. The stress coverage within a one-month period for both cash

inflow and outflow is almost impossible to identify due to the lack of reliable

data and information. Long-term funding is not really available for most banks,

which cause serious concerns for meeting the requirement of the net stable

funding ratio.

Even though banks in Myanmar have complied with the minimum liquid

assets ratio, it has declined during past two years. It is also noted that the Myanmar

banking sector faced a liquidity crisis in 2003, mainly as a result of poor liquidity

management. Therefore, liquidity risk may be of concern in the banking sector

and close monitoring is required as stated in earlier.

Nepalese banks should maintain a Statutory Liquidity Ratio (SLR) of 15%

of domestic deposit liabilities. Failure to meet such obligation results in monetary

penalties, computed on the basis of bank rate. NRB has prepared and issued

a liquidity monitoring framework to monitor the liquidity position of the banks.

The framework requires banks to submit their short-term liquidity position (liquid

assets to short-term liabilities position), deposit and credit concentration, interbank

transaction, borrowing from NRB (SLF, Repo, refinance) and liquidity profile

(short- and long-term assets liability position) with a given timeframe.  NRB has

incorporated liquidity risk in Basel II. According to these provisions, when the

bank’s net liquid asset to total deposit ratio is less than 20%, a risk weighted

1% of total deposit, for each percentage or portion of percentage shortfall in

such ratio, is added to total of the RWE.

Liquidity risk remains at a comfortable level in Sri Lanka with the statutory

liquid assets ratio being maintained at high levels. Liquid assets considered for

the computation of the Statutory Liquid Assets Ratio are mainly cash, investments

in government securities with maturities not exceeding one year, balances with

banks and money at call in Sri Lanka. Banks maintain a Statutory Reserve

Requirement of 8% on Rupee deposits with CBSL. As the Statutory Reserve

Requirement is a monetary policy tool to control money supply, it is not considered

for liquidity purposes.
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3.4.2 Quantification of LCR and NSFR and Assessment of Future

Liquidity Requirements

No assessment has been done on LCR and NSFR in the case of Brunei

Darussalam, Cambodia, Myanmar and Nepal, Malaysia and the Philippines.

The preliminary assessment conducted by CBSL indicates that the Liquidity

Coverage Ratio vary from 70% to 423% among the large banks. The high ratio

is maintained by the large savings bank as it is mandated to invest 60% of its

deposits in government securities which are Level 1 assets.

At present, however, it is observed that the unencumbered government

securities form a significant portion of the assets and will be of use when

computing the liquidity under new standards. Further, banks in Sri Lanka do not

have Level 2 assets or its portion is insignificant. The Statutory Reserve

Requirement (SRR) required to be maintained is presently 6% on Rupee deposits

and the excess maintained in CBSL over the required level will be considered

as Level 1 assets.

CBSL intends to maintain the same run-off factors of net inflows and outflows

as specified by the Basel requirements. CBSL is yet to decide on the reporting

format and currency. Banks will be required to commence the observation period

in 2013.

Currently, Bank Indonesia does not have the required data structure needed

to calculate and monitor LCR and NSFR of Indonesian banking system through

the regulatory reporting system.

In the study conducted by BCBS involving two banks, it has been revealed

that both banks meet Basel requirements with LCR at 240% and 487% and

NSFR at 131% and 100% respectively. Further, in a national study conducted

by BI covering nine banks, it has been revealed that all banks meet LCR and

NSFR requirements in Basel III as given in Figure 30. Banks covered in both

studies above represent 57% of total banking sector assets.
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As per the QIS on Korean banks at end-2009, it has been revealed that the

average LCR and NSFR fall short of the minimum requirements of 100%

respectively. The average LCR and NSFR at major Korean banks were lower

than those of major international banks at 76%and 93% respectively.

Figure 30

Basel III Impact on Bank’s Liquidity Risk

Profile Based on National Study

In Thailand, as per the results of the Quantitative Impact Study done as of

31 Dec 2010, Thai registered banks are short of LCR requirements while foreign

bank branches comfortably meet the target ratio. In case of NSFR, both categories

of banks meet the target ratio as given in Figure 32.

Figure 31

Basel III Impact on Liquidity

 

________________

11. End-2009 basis.

12. Internationally active banks having more than 3 billion euros of Tier 1 capital, the Korean

bank targeted by the QIS were Woori, Shinhan, Hana, KB and IBK.

13. The Korean banks targeted were Daegu and Busan.
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4. Issues and Challenges of Implementing Basel Standards

In light of observations made in Section 3, banking systems in all economies

are adequately capitalized and do not foresee significant short-term challenges

in meeting Basel III capital reforms. However, there may be medium- to long-

term issues and challenges in line with future business strategies to be adopted

and growth path as a result of structural changes introduced for eligible equity

and debt capital instruments. In the case of liquidity reforms, banks as well as

regulators will be subject to many issues and challenges in identification of liquid

assets to meet the criteria specified in the context of financial instruments and

markets existing in their jurisdictions. While most of these issues and challenges

are common, there are specific issues and challenges faced by individual

economies as are discussed below.

4.1 Capital Augmentation and Related Issues

Banks in Group A as well as Group B economies may not require raising

additional capital in the short-term given the adequate level of existing capital.

The major source of capital generation in banks in these economies in past has

been retained earnings and internal reserves. Going forward, especially with

significant growth in these economies along with credit expansion and other

business activities, banks may find it difficult to increase capital only through

retained earnings. As a result, banks in these economies need to look for more

avenues in raising equity and debt capital such as through capital markets.

In most of Group A economies, banks may find it difficult in raising capital

through capital markets as they are neither active or developed. Also these

markets are not liquid with low volumes of trading.  Therefore, authorities in

Group A economies need to focus on the development of domestic capital markets

as a supplement to the banking sector which would also strengthen the financial

system through the diversification of risk and funding sources.

Figure 32

Comprehensive Quantitative Impact Studies as of 31 Dec 2010
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Even though Group B economies have adequate capital, having set aside

some part of existing capital to meet requirements under new capital buffers,

excess capital which banks currently maintain over minimum capital will be

reduced. This could restrict their future business expansion activities, ultimately

affecting the economic growth. Hence, banks would need to increase its internal

capital target level in order to maintain their previous level of excess capital.

Additional capital required will further increase in economies where regulatory

authorities have decided to adopt more stringent capital rules than BCBS

standards. For example, in Thailand, commercial banks are required to maintain

a total capital ratio of 8.5% while Philippine banks are required to maintain

CET1, Tier 1 and total capital ratio at 6%, 7.5% and 10% respectively.

Banks may also be under pressure for issuing capital in the form of

instruments that qualify for additional Tier 1 capital and Tier 2 capital in the

context of Point of Non-Viability (PONV) feature and their pricing in the absence

of benchmark for such pricing.

It is expected that, in aggregate, Indonesian banks would need a 18 months

period to neutralise the impact of the additional 2.5% capital conservation buffer

requirement on their loan originating capabilities, through accumulation of their

current year profit14. The figure will double into 36 months if the 2.5%

countercyclical capital buffer is considered. Hence, the 3-year transition period

given by the BCBS to implement the capital conservation buffer and

countercyclical capital buffer is adequate for banks in Indonesia, in order to

assure that its implementation will not contribute negatively to banks’ loan growth

and domestic economic growth.

The amount of capital required for Korean banks to meet the possible

enhanced capital regulations will vary depending on the target capital ratio. If

the target ratio (Basel III basis) is set at 13.0%, including the countercyclical

buffer, then the amount of required capital is estimated at 16.6 trillion won. If

the ratio is set at 14.6%, which was the average total capital ratio of Korean

banks in 2010, the amount of required capital is estimated at 34.3 trillion won.

If banks procure this capital through internal reserves, three to five years will

be required to reach the target level.

________________

14. Based on profit and loss figure in 1st half of 2012.
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4.2 Implications on the Financial Markets and Economy

In order to maintain capital at stable levels above the minimum standards,

banks can either increase capital or reduce risk weighted assets. Reduction in

risk weighted assets means that banks are required to restructure the balance

sheets by moving away from high risk assets such as loans to low risk assets

like government securities. This strategy will adversely affect the earnings of

banks due to lower returns from low risk assets at the expense of high risk

assets. In order to maintain earnings at current levels, banks are required to

widen the spread between lending rates and deposit rates. This can be done by

increasing lending rates, reducing deposit rates or by doing both.

Since Basel III implementation is expected to increase demand for securities

and bonds meeting the definition of Level 1 and Level 2 assets, this increasing

demand will reduce bond yields and lower economic cost for government and

private sectors to finance their funding needs through future bond issuance. If

the private sector responds to the yield reduction through shifting their funding

sources from banks to capital market, this will increase the level of financial

deepening and improve the efficiency of the  financial system.

Considering that bonds issued by financial institutions are not recognized in

the calculation of LCR and NSFR, there is a need to gradually increase the

amount of bonds issued by non-financial corporates with good rating

condition.This will be a cause of concern in countries like Indonesia where bonds

issued by financial sector represent a higher share at 58.7% of total bonds issued

by private sectors. Due to lower liquidity of bonds issued by non-financial

corporates, banks in Indonesia certainly prefer investing in government bonds

for meeting liquidity requirements. However, volumes of outstanding government

bonds may not be sufficient to meet the demand of banks and hence Indonesian

banks would probably meet the liquidity requirements through cash and

placements in Bank Indonesia which generate much lower rates of return.

Korean banks may widen the spreads between lending and deposit interest

rates to cover the costs of strengthening regulatory capital by increasing lending

rates rather than reducing deposit rates. Considering this effect of Basel III, it

seems reasonable to expect the trend of loan interest rate to increase and loan-

to-deposit rate spread which has widened since early 2009, to persist for some

time, barring any changes in external conditions such as occurrence of an

economic boom. Loans mainly to SMEs are likely to be reduced due to a

stiffening of banks’ lending attitudes. This may lead to an increase in shadow
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banking loan demand and efforts to boost this sector’s share in the Korean loan

market.

A study done in Korea to measure the impacts of the Basel III capital

regulations on the Korean economy by applying the MAG15 (Macroeconomic

Assessment Group) methodology revealed that  lending spread rises by 0.25%

(25bp) in response to a 1% increase in the regulatory capital ratio. Lending

attitudes at the same time exhibit a stiffening tendency, with the lending attitude

index falling from 0.0 to –7.7416. Due to the resulting changes in the price and

volume of lending, it is estimated that the GDP level will fall by a maximum of

0.23% after 35 quarters, assuming that the regulatory capital ratio is increased

steadily during the period of 2011 to 2018, by a total 1%.

In a similar study done in the Philippines, it has been found that a 1%

increase in the regulatory capital ratio, increases the lending spread by 3.08 %

while the GDP will fall by 0.01% four quarters after the shock. However, it has

been shown that this negative effect on GDP is offset by positive effect of

0.02% derived from strengthening bank capital which allow them to weather

future financial crisis and prevent the output losses attendant to these crises,

ultimately resulting net positive impact of 0.01%.

It has been observed that capital regulation enhancement at the

macroeconomic level may cause a slowdown in economic growth due to increases

in lending interest rates and decreases in lending volume. Introduction of liquidity

reforms could affect financial markets positively as well as negatively.

In the case of Korean money markets, it is expected that the commercial

paper (CP) market will contract due to Korean banks’ reductions in purchase

commitments (on which a 100% run-off rate is applied) and shortening of

maturities. Other money markets such as the call and certificate of deposits

(CD) markets will, meanwhile, be stable. Demand will increase in the Treasury

bond (TB) and Monetary Stabilization Bond (MSB) markets, as banks will convert

their bond holdings to high-quality liquid assets to raise their LCRs. Korean

banks’ total bond holdings amounted to 215 trillion won as of end-2010 and they

needed additional high-quality liquid assets  worth 43.5 to 44.2 trillion won to

________________

15. The FSB and the BCBS established the MAG in February 2012 to assess the Basel III

regulations macroeconomic impacts.

16. The index has a value between –100.0 and +100.0, with 0.0 indicating maintenance of the

status quo, -100.0 complete stiffening, and 100.0 complete easing
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meet the LCR standard. In the case of the TB market, this increased demand

may put downward pressure on TB yields. As a result of less demand for

corporate bonds, the interest spread between TBs and corporate bonds tend to

increase.

Banks in most economies need to invest in government bills and bonds to

ensure compliance with LCR and NSFR. However, these investments may be

constrained by the size, volume and liquidity of the government bills and bonds

market. In economies such as the Philippines, this is a cause for concern as

certain government securities are not actively traded and also not liquid.

Therefore, implementation of liquidity standards could obstruct bond market

development with increases in the banks’ buy-and-hold investments and reduction

in the free-float of government bonds leading to illiquidity in the market. Ironically,

the liquidity requirement is then self-defeating. The need for liquidity profile

adjustments potentially intensifies competition in retail deposit-taking banks. As

deposits from retail customers are currently considered as having relatively low

run-off rate, the competition may make this type of funding less stable.

4.3 Regulatory Constraints

In most economies, the current legal framework of the respective banking

and other statutes provide adequate legal scope for implementation of the Basel

capital adequacy framework.

A common challenge faced by regulators is to define measures and calculate

liquidity indicators of LCR and NSFR since a number of assumptions regarding

banks’ funding structure need to be made.  Banks will continue to deal with this

challenge until the data structures and information systems can be improved. At

the same time, regulators should ensure that the banks’ underlying assumptions

regarding LCR and NSFR calculations are sound and commensurate with banks’

business activities and funding risk profile. Regulators also need to improve the

regulatory reporting system as a result of LCR and NSFR implementation.

However, in the case of Cambodia and Myanmar, the regulatory framework

needs to be strengthened further to facilitate effective implementation of Basel

framework. Some of the issues on supervisory framework remain significant in

Cambodia, especially with regard to the enforcement of the prudential regulations

relevant to the Basel III recommendations.
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In line with changes that are taking place in the economy and financial

sector,  it is necessary for the Central Bank of Myanmar to develop its regulatory

framework to ensure soundness of banks and stability of the financial system.

There are areas of concerns to be addressed including - compliance on the

Basel Accord on capital adequacy and liquidity, appropriate governance system

and requirements for the bank-owners, board members and management authority,

risk management and introduction of new regulations.

In the Philippines, changes to the legal provisions are needed in two areas,

namely, the applicability of the capital provision to foreign bank branches and

the emerging standards on domestic SIFIs.

4.4 Review of Asset and Liability Management Strategies

As there are no immediate plans to implement Basel III and in the light of

high capital levels and high liquidity in banks in Group A economies, there is no

immediate necessity to restructure balance sheets and review assets and liability

strategies. The main issue in most of these economies is the reliance on limited

funding sources. Therefore, they should focus on diversification of funding

sources and development of financial markets and instruments enabling them to

comply with Basel reforms in the future. There is sufficient space in the banking

systems in Brunei Darussalam and Myanmar to expand loan portfolios and focus

on strategies to increase revenue.

Although Nepalese banks adhere to a retail business model and do not

depend on wholesale funds, they will, nevertheless, review their portfolio strategy

and exit or re-pricing in certain areas of business and invest in their ongoing

balance sheet management capabilities.

At present, Sri Lankan banks carry a large portion of their assets in

government securities considering the attractive interest rates offered, low risks

and recognition as a statutory liquid asset.  Banks will be forced to maintain

high quality liquid assets which may have a negative bearing on profitability and

on pricing and margins.

As per the studies done on ability of Indonesian banks to meet capital and

liquidity requirements, there is no necessity to redesign their business models or

adopt new asset and liability strategies immediately. On the capital side, Indonesian

banks have an adequate level of capital and Basel III framework will not lower

their capital level due to more conservative regulation in their jurisdiction.

Nevertheless, Bank Indonesia is expecting banks to accumulate their current
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year profit for at least 3 years in order to increase their capital level by 500 bps

and neutralize the impact of capital conservation buffer and countercyclical capital

buffer requirements. Even if they choose to increase their capital level through

an inorganic process, they still have enough time available and avoid the possibility

of a tighter competition which contributes to higher cost of capital. As for the

liquidity side, the implementation of liquidity parameters is expected to have no

impact on banks’ business models since all the banks in the study sample are

able to meet the requirements with LCR and NSFR more than 100%. Korean

banks are expected to try to attract retail and small and medium-size enterprise

deposits, which are more favorable for LCR and NSFR calculation.

4.5 Implications on Cost and Profitability

Implementation of capital and liquidity reforms could affect cost and

profitability of the banking sector in number of ways. The demand for capital

by banks in order to comply with capital reforms will at the same time, increase

the demand for equity or debt capital, resulting in the higher cost of capital.

Banks may respond to this increase by either increasing lending rates or

decreasing deposit rates. In a competitive market, both these options may have

adverse impacts on the banking business. Accordingly, the most probable scenario

that may be adopted by many banks is the absorption of the incremental cost,

resulting in lower profitability.

In case of liquidity reforms, banks that are unable to meet liquidity standards

need to restructure their balance sheets by moving to more liquid assets which

generates lower returns. The impact may be severe if yields on more liquid

assets such as treasury bonds declines due to higher demand. Further, interest

cost of retail deposits and deposits of small business customers could increase

due to higher demand by banks as they are eligible for favourable treatment in

LCR and NSFR computations.

In order to capture data and information under the new reporting

requirements, banks will have to invest substantial amounts of funds in modifying

the present information systems. Indonesia, which has a diverse demography,

efforts to improve banks’ funding structure would require banks to increase the

number of branches and improve their information systems to provide retail and

wholesale services to customers. Hence, this effort will increase banks’ overhead

costs and lower banks’ profitability levels.

As mentioned in Section 4.4, as there is room in the banking system in

Brunei Darussalam and Myanmar to expand loan portfolios due to high volume
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of liquid assets, an adverse impact on income and profitability is not expected

in the medium-term. Instead, income and profitability may increase with the

expansion in loan portfolio.

Under Basel III, the trading book exposure in both banking and trading

books attracts enhanced capital charges. There will be an impact on Return on

Equity (ROE), profitability and dividends. ROE, profitability and dividends pay

ratio will decrease significantly in the context of current low dividends payout

ratio, ROE and profitability in Nepal. Therefore, no significant implications on

cost and profitability are expected in the medium-term in the absence of major

changes in assets and liability strategies of banks.

4.6 Infrastructure Issues

In the absence of a developed capital market in Brunei Darussalam, a stock

exchange and mandatory listing requirements, the information infrastructure

necessary for Basel II is not available. Very few borrowers are able to produce

audited financial statements and the credit culture in the market is, therefore,

one built on relationships and knowledge of the borrower. Banks are unable to

collate the aggregate data on borrowers upon which to build their internal ratings

models which is the foundation on which Basel II is predicated.

The lack of infrastructure support for the implementation of the Basel II or

Basel III is a major concern in Cambodia. The lack of credit rating and credit

information limit the option on credit risk assessment and the capital charge on

credit risk. There need to infrastructure such as credit bureau, credit rating

agency, and accounting framework all of which require a lead-time for their

development.

One of the critical issues faced by banks in Myanmar is the lack of customer

data bases and financial information of borrowers. There is no culture among

business entities to maintain financial statements. This has made evaluation of

borrower creditworthiness by banks more difficult. In Nepal, most banks have

weak IT infrastructure and therefore, it is necessary to modify the IT

infrastructure. In the absence of a credit rating agency, it is not possible to

implement advanced approaches.

The main challenges remain in the computation of risk weighted assets,

where there is limited external ratings used to weigh risk assets. At present,

only around 113 entities are rated by external rating agencies.  The rated assets

as against the total risk weighted assets are around 4% of the total assets in
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Sri Lanka. Modification to existing IT and other information systems may lead

to cost implications. Moving to advanced approaches under Basel II and

computation of liquidity ratios under Basel III will require advanced data mining

and suitable IT systems. Larger banks have already made significant

commitments on upgrading their systems and purchasing new systems to facilitate

the risk quantification.

4.7 Human Resources Constraints

Strengthening supervisory capacity is an important element in implementing

Basel III including increasing the capacity of supervisors both in number and in

quality. The supervisors need to be adequately trained and well equipped with

necessary resources and tools for effective supervision.

Another constraint to the regulators and supervisors is enhancing the

corporate governance in banks. To ensure sound practices of corporate

governance in the banks, Board of Directors and senior management need to

have adequate knowledge and experience in the banking sector. The Board of

Directors of each bank shall be responsible for establishing and maintaining at

all times, an adequate level of capital. The capital standards herein are the

minimum acceptable amounts for banks that are fundamentally sound, well

managed and which do not have material financial or operational weaknesses.

In the context of Nepal, the majority of the Board of Directors of banks

is from a business background with no prior banking knowledge and experience

which is a challenge in ensuring sound corporate governance. High staff turnover

and mobility of employees among banks are common in the Nepalese banking

sector.

4.8 Impact on Cross Border Supervision

In case of Myanmar and Nepal, there are no significant cross border

supervision issues in the absence of limited cross border activities. Neither foreign

banks nor local banks operate in Myanmar and overseas, respectively. Foreign

exchange operations are limited and allowed only among a few banks.

Foreign banks are allowed to set up their branches in Nepal from the

beginning of 2010. However, there are neither foreign bank branches nor

Nepalese bank branches aboard to-date, and no huge cross-border banking

activities. Thus, there are no major issues relating to either cross-border

transactions or cross-border supervision.
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In Sri Lanka, overseas operations of domestic banks are limited. The largest

bank has a fully-fledged banking subsidiary outside the country whilst 2 other

commercial banks maintain branches overseas. Banks prepare their capital

adequacy requirement on a consolidated basis. Hence, the capital position and

the risk taking of these operations are captured. A similar approach will be

adopted going forward with the requirements under Basel III.

At present, there are 12 banks incorporated outside Sri Lanka operating in

the country. These banks maintain high capital adequacy ratios in terms of Basel

II. Many of the home countries of these banks have commenced the observation

period and given guidelines on Basel III.

Under the current structure, Bank Indonesia generally acts as host supervisor

and not as home supervisor as several banks in Indonesia are owned by foreign

financial institutions. Indonesian banks having investments in foreign financial

institutions, on the other hand, are negligible. Taking this situation into consideration,

it is envisaged that the implementation of Basel III would not raise additional

issues on cross border supervision from the current status.

Bank Indonesia will continue to enhance cooperation and coordination with

foreign regulators through the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on cross

border banking supervision. Currently, Bank Indonesia has signed the MoUs

with Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS), Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM),

China Banking Regulatory Commission (CBRC), Financial Services Commission

(FSC-Korea) and Australian Prudential Regulatory Authority (APRA).

4.9 Issues in Implementation of Counter Cyclical Buffer

The calibration of booms and busts involves pervasive parameters of complex

and dynamic macro-financial relationships that are hard to predict for policy

feedbacks. The sequence of policy execution is crucial, which requires close

collaboration and careful alignment with monetary policy and other

macroeconomic policies. Yet, even with the best foundation, the execution may

remain skeptical in the politics of booms as well as of countries’ comparative

advantages. The challenge is also particular for bank-based economies with

relatively less developed financial markets.

Much more resources and commitment are required not only to further

refine the boom-bust prediction and the buffer calibration, but also to incorporate

this novel measures to the institutional setting. Besides, the work entails skillful
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public communication in order to put the right messages across and not cause

any unnecessary noises in the financial system.

It also requires the national authority to publish its decision on countercyclical

capital buffer one year prior to its effective implementation date, meaning that

there is a possibility that the decision on the amount of capital buffer becoming

obsolete due to changes in economic conditions and external factors during the

one-year period. Recognizing that in the last decades, globalization and technology

development have improved the ability of market participants to react and respond

to public information and changes in economic condition, financial markets have

become more volatile and quite unpredictable. Thus, this will provide a burden

for regulators to decide on the amount of the countercyclical capital buffer that

commensurate with the expected condition of banking industry in the next one-

year period.

As Basel III aim to reduce the impact of cyclicality in an economy through

the usage of countercyclical capital charge, regulators need to have the required

ability to analyze whether the current level of aggregate credit growth in the

domestic economy represent  a build-up of system-wide risk that warrant such

capital charge.

For developing economies such as Indonesia, which rely heavily on banking

sector funding to support domestic growth, this requirement is expected to have

a negative impact on loan growth and also economic growth. Thus, it will be

more challenging to decide when an aggregate credit growth is considered to

be excessive or otherwise. Also, even in cases where the excess credit growth

is coming from non-banking sectors, banks will receive a “penalty” and be

subjected to an increasing capital requirement that will limit their ability to support

the Indonesian economy.

The risk management of Korean banks for maintaining their capital ratios

at the regulatory level by adjusting their assets in response to capital fluctuations,

may induce procyclicality. It is, therefore, possible to capture the factors causing

procyclicality by examining the factors behind the fluctuations in capital.

Korean banks, during boom times, typically raise equity with retained earnings

instead of through issuance of equity because they have a relatively low level

of propensity to pay dividends and their profits usually serve as the main factor

driving changes in their retained earnings. Profits move procyclically largely

because of the strong inherent procyclicality of loan loss provisions. Provisions

increase (decrease) during recessions (booms), with the resulting rises (declines)
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in loan losses. These procyclical movements of the provisions feed into profits

and retained earnings, causing equity and assets to accordingly reveal

procyclicality.

For Korean banks, provisions contribute 71.8% on average to the increase

in profits during boom times and 123.0% to their declines during recessions. The

fluctuations in the real sector cause changes in bank profits. Banks try to maintain

their capital ratios at the target level for risk management. This induces changes

in bank assets that generate fluctuations in the aggregate credit supply, amplifying

the business cycle. Due to this risk management behavior of banks, the effects

of the countercyclical capital buffer may deviate from the supervisory authority’s

expectations. In response to countercyclical buffer imposition, banks can choose

other options besides reducing assets, the option desired by the supervisory

authority, depending upon the sizes of their adjustment costs. In this case, the

effects of the countercyclical buffer can be limited. Three options are available

for banks complying with an increased regulatory capital ratio imposed by the

authorities to restrain credit supply during boom times, namely, capital expansion,

risk weight reduction, or asset reduction.

Banks will choose the option that is least expensive in terms of their

adjustment costs. A simulation based on 2010 shows that Korean banks may

choose to expand their equity when the countercyclical buffer is imposed. Among

the different adjustment costs, those required by this option are the lowest (0.46

trillion Won) - below those of reducing either assets (0.70 trillion Won) or risk

weights (0.93 trillion Won)

In an effort to prepare for the use of countercyclical buffer, the BOT has

preliminarily studied the robustness of the aggregate private sector credit-to-

GDP growth, as recommended by the BCBS. The result shows that the

recommended indicator is fairly reliable in triggering the buffer especially during

the overheating period prior to the Asian financial crisis. However, the predictive

power has become somewhat weaker in recent years, while lead-lag effects

also vary. Further studies should be done on alternative indicators, of both

quantitative and qualitative types, and their effectiveness.

The CBSL has yet to decide on the implementation of the counter-cyclical

buffer as specified in the Basel III. However, in the past, CBSL has increased

the risk weights of certain loans to ensure capital build-up and to increase its

cost of funds, thereby dampening growth of such loans. Similarly, in the past,

general loan loss provisions also were increased for the same purpose. The

macro-prudential aspect has, hence, been addressed indirectly by CBSL.
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5. The Way Forward and Strategic Options

5.1 Road Map for Implementation of Basel III

In the case of Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, Myanmar, Nepal and Sri

Lanka, the main focus currently is either on full implementation of Basel I or

moving from Basel I to II or implementation of Basel II in full rather than

focusing on Basel III,  considering the current level of Basel application, regulatory

environment, infrastructure and other conditions specific to the economies.

Therefore, there are no specific plans for the implementation of Basel III in

these economies at this stage. However, in Sri Lanka, it has been proposed to

issue guidelines for commencement of the observation period, on requirements

of capital and leverage ratios and liquidity risk management under Basel III in

2013.

Group B economies of Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Philippines and Thailand

are in the process of implementing the capital framework mostly in line with the

BCBS timeline with higher capital requirements in some economies (Figure 33)

than BCBS standards.

In the case of Thailand, commercial banks are required to maintain a total

capital ratio of 8.5% while in the case of Philippines, banks are required to

maintain CET1, Tier 1 and total capital ratio at 6%, 7.5% and 10% respectively.

Figure 33

Basel II Implementation Plan in Group B Economies

However, in the case of leverage and liquidity framework, except in

Indonesia, no specific plans are in place in other Group B economies on the

implementation. In Indonesia, liquidity regulations are expected to be issued in

2014.
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In the case of liquidity standards, the main concern is on the defining assets

which fulfill the criteria under LCR requirements in the respective jurisdictions.

In some economies, regulators are in the process of gathering information on

liquid assets to assess the appropriateness of liquidity standards.

In line with above road map, measures are being taken by all economies

to address the future issues and challenges as described in Section 4. In the

case of Group B economies, measures mainly focus on Basel III while in Group

A, the focus is on the strengthening of the current regulatory framework and

moving to the next level of Basel application. Impact studies have been done

in all Group B economies. In most economies, banks would rely on retained

earnings and reserves to comply with enhanced capital requirements with no

intentions to issue new equity or debt capital considering the cost implications.

Regulators have issued guidelines on strengthened liquidity risk management and

monitoring framework of banks.

In the light of the current capital and liquidity levels, significant changes in

business models, restructuring of balance sheets or divestments in investments

are not expected.

5.2 Strengthening Regulatory Framework

Regulators in all economies have taken several measures to strengthen the

regulatory framework and the financial system including legal amendments when

necessary. In this regard, there are common as well as specific measures. These

measures include:

• Amendments to existing regulations;

• Moving from rule-based supervision to risk-based and forward-looking

supervision;

• Improvement to supervisory reporting system;

• Mandatory disclosure requirements by banks;

• Strengthening accounting frameworks including adoption of IFRS;

• Enhancing cooperation with other financial regulators in the country;

• Introduction of deposit insurance to protect depositors;

• Issue of specific guidelines on integrated risk management, stress testing,

ICAAP and IT;
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• Guidelines on liquidity risk management; and

• Strengthening Credit information bureaus.

The Central Bank of Sri Lanka recognizes the necessity for consolidation

of small banks considering the enhanced capital and liquidity requirements.

Accordingly,  CBSL encourages such consolidation and considers granting

approval if any merger, acquisition or consolidation is in the interest of promotion

of a safe, sound and stable banking system and fair competition prevailing in the

banking industry.

Capacity building programs have begun to improve skills and knowledge of

staff of banks and regulators in line with changes taking place in the banking

industry and financial system.

5.3 Measures to Address Countercyclical Capital Buffer

There may be several challenges to regulators in implementing countercyclical

capital buffer in terms of its definition and application as described in Section

4. There are several alternate strategies for implementing countercyclical capital

buffers already implemented by some regulators and effective in times of high

credit growth. These include increase of risk weights assets assigned on housing

loans and in other loans, increase in loan loss provisions, varied Statutory Reserve

Ratio, maximum ceilings on credit to vulnerable sectors and overall credit ceilings

In the case of mortgage loans, the Loan-to-Value (LTV) ratio has been

used as a flexible preemptive tool to curtail credit growth. The BOT has started

implementing the LTV policy as a means to help moderate the growth of real

estate sector since 2003. The use and adjustment of the LTV ratio has

demonstrated its preventive quality and, more importantly, the flexibility to fine-

tune policy in response to changing economic circumstances.

5.4 Development of Capital Markets and Instruments and Financial

infrastructure

Measures are being taken in all the economies to develop capital and other

financial markets and products as they are instrumental for implementation of

Basel.

Brunei Darussalam is embarking on its capital market development plan

and as soon as a level playing field is available with regard to borrower information
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based on audited financial statements, the migration to full Basel II will be

implemented in a phased-in manner from the basic approaches to the more

advanced approaches.

The National Bank of Cambodia has recognized the importance of enhancing

the existing infrastructure in the banking sector in order to further facilitate the

role of banking sector in promoting economic growth. As a result, the NBC has

undertaken extensive work to upgrade its national payment system, creating

regulatory platform for an interbank market and has supported the creation of

a private-owned credit bureau expected to be launched early in 2012 to enhance

the intermediary function and risk management function of regulated entities.

This credit bureau is expected to facilitate credit flow in the economy by reducing

information asymmetry between banking institutions and their customers.

Measures have been taken to finalize the Securities and Exchange Law in

Myanmar, the drafting of which was initiated in 1996. It is expected to be in

place by end-2013. 2-year Treasury bonds were issued in the market in 2010

in addition to the 3- and 5-year bonds existing since 1993. The Central Bank

of Myanmar is also in the process of developing the bond market with the technical

assistance of the ASEAN Secretariat. A MOU was signed in 2012 between the

Central Bank of Myanmar and Daiwa Institute of Research Ltd., Japan (DIR)

and Tokyo Stock Exchange with a view to assist the development of the Yangon

Stock Exchange by 2015.  Another MOU was signed in 2012, enabling the

Policy Research Institute of Ministry of Finance of Japan to provide assistance

on the development of the Securities and Exchange Law and Rules and

Regulations of Myanmar.

The Securities and Exchange Commission is at present in discussions with

the CBSL, Colombo Stock Exchange and the Registrar of Companies to develop

capital markets. This would facilitate especially the areas of financing

development projects. While the Securities and Exchange Commission has in

place a regulatory framework for listed corporate debt, the bulk of the debt

issues take place or are likely to be in the Over- the-Counter (OTC ) market.

Hence, it is necessary to introduce a regulatory framework for the OTC market

which will include disclosure requirements, a price information platform, a dealer-

broker system, trading rules and depository and settlement arrangements.

The SEC intends to expedite the SEC Act Amendments to be in line with

International Organization of Securities Commission (IOSCO) standards,

encourage more public and private listings, attract new foreign and local funds,

develop infrastructure such as trading back office, intensify education and
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awareness, develop unit trust industry, strengthen risk management, develop new

products and convert the Colombo Stock Exchange from a member owned

company to a company owned by shareholders.

Bank Indonesia is expecting that Basel III liquidity requirement will increase

demands from banks for high quality bond instruments, thus lowering the required

yield in the bond market and providing an incentive for private sectors with good

rating quality to seek financing from capital market. Considering that for private

institutions seeking financing from the capital market will be subject to higher

requirements set by capital market regulator, Bank Indonesia needs to increase

its coordination with other regulatory authorities such as Bapepam-LK, to provide

adequate incentives for private sector companies with high quality credit rating

to issue securities in capital market.

A specific technical working group has been convened between the Bangko

Sentral ng Pilipinas, the Securities and Exchange Commission, the Insurance

Commission and the Philippine Deposit Insurance Corporation to explore the

extent to which the different prudential frameworks can be harmonized. Whether

this leads to a CRD or Solvency II framework remains to be seen but at least,

the recognition of the value of a common prudential framework from a risk

perspective, to the extent possible, has been made.

Measures are being taken by banks as well as regulators in all economies

to develop related infrastructure including modifications to existing IT and

information systems to facilitate adoption of new regulations.

6. Conclusion

All economies agree with the importance of implementing Basel III without

argument. However, all the economies are not in a position to implement the

framework as per the scheduled time table due to diversity of economic, political,

market, infrastructure and regulatory conditions prevalent in respective economies.

The recent global financial crisis did not have a significant impact on financial

sector of the economies under study. For example, economies such as Brunei

Darussalam, Cambodia, Myanmar, Nepal and Sri Lanka are not highly integrated

with global financial system.  Measures undertaken by the authorities in Indonesia,

Korea, Malaysia, Philippines and Thailand to strengthen the financial system

consequent to Asian financial crisis in late 1990s, made them more resilient

during recent crisis. These reforms focused on strengthening prudential regulatory

standards and aligning them to international norms to enhance risk management,
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promote good corporate governance and greater transparency and reduce moral

hazard. These reforms have enabled domestic financial institutions to manage

the risks arising from the banking and debt crisis in Europe and weak economic

growth in the US.

No major risks were observed in the two risk areas of credit and liquidity

as reflected by the relevant risk indicators. Credit risk has been maintained at

low and comfortable levels and adequately mitigated with high provision coverage.

The current status of application of Basel capital adequacy framework differ

among economies with Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia and Myanmar still at Basel

I and others at either partial or full implementation of Basel II. In the case of

Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, Myanmar, Nepal and Sri Lanka, the main focus

currently is either on full implementation of Basel I or moving from Basel I to

II or implementation of Basel II in full rather than focusing on Basel III

considering the present regulatory environment, infrastructure and other conditions

specific to economies. Therefore, there are no specific plans for implementation

of Basel III in these economies at this stage. Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia,

Philippines and Thailand are in the process of implementing Basel III mostly in

line with the BCBS timeline with higher capital requirements in some economies

than BCBS standards. However, in the case of leverage and liquidity framework,

specific plans are in place only in Indonesia.

The present Tier I and Total Capital Ratios in all economies are well above

the minimum ratios set by their respective regulators. In all economies, Tier I

Capital Ratios are more than 2 times the required minimum and even significantly

higher than required minimum Total Capital Ratio. This reflects the strong capital

position of banks which are much higher even in terms of currently applicable

Basel II standards for international banks. One of the key observations is the

significant improvement in capital levels of banks in all the economies compared

to the levels prevailing at the time of global financial crisis.  Heavy reliance on

Tier I Capital is an indication of strong quality capital.

Even though an impact assessment on capital has not been done in Brunei

Darussalam, Cambodia, Myanmar, Nepal and Sri Lanka, it is observed that their

banking systems are capable of meeting CET I, Tier I and Total Capital

Requirements in Basel III including capital buffers due to existing high level of

core capital structure, quality of capital and regulatory requirements. In these

economies, capital is generated mainly through retained earnings and transfers

made to statutory reserve fund.
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The impact assessment of Basel III application on current capital levels has

been done in Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Philippines and Thailand. As per the

results of the impact studies done, there is a negative impact on the current

capital levels in Korea, Malaysia, Philippines and Thailand. However, in Indonesia,

Basel III capital reforms have a positive impact. Despite the negative effect in

these four economies, the Common Equity Tier 1 (CET 1), Tier 1and Total

Capital Ratios remain well above the stipulated ratio of Basel III. In view of

existing high capital levels, raising additional capital to comply with Basel III is

not an urgent necessity in Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Philippines and Thailand.

Another prominent feature of banks in these five economies is that capital has

been mainly generated internally through retained earnings. It is also observed

that in case of capital required in the medium-term, this can be done through

building up of internal reserves over a period of 3 to 5 years without issuing new

equity or debt capital.  In case of leverage, data has been provided only by

Brunei, Myanmar, Nepal and Sri Lanka, Indonesia, Korea and Thailand and

banks in these economies comply with the Basel requirements.

Banks in all economies have maintained liquidity at comfortable levels, above

the stipulated liquidity indicators set by the regulators. In terms of trends in

liquidity ratio and loans to deposit ratio, no major liquidity risk is observed. Impact

studies on banks’ ability to comply with LCR and NSFR has been done in Sri

Lanka, Indonesia, Korea and Thailand. In the case of Indonesia, sample banks

meet LCR and NSFR requirements while in other economies non-compliance

by certain banking groups were observed. In the case of liquidity standards, the

main concern is on the defining assets which fulfill criteria under LCR

requirements in the respective jurisdictions. In some economies, regulators are

in the process of gathering information on liquid assets to assess the

appropriateness of liquidity standards. Therefore, compliance with LCR and NSFR

would be a major challenge for many economies.

Banks in all economies may not be subject to many challenges in the

implementation of Basel III in the short-term. However, these economies would

be subject to medium-term challenges. In most of Group A economies, banks

may find it difficult to raise capital through capital markets as they are not

active or developed. Also these markets are not liquid with low volumes of

trading.  Therefore, authorities in Group A economies need to focus on the

development of domestic capital markets as a supplement to the banking sector

which would also strengthen the financial system through the diversification of

risk and funding sources.

Even though Group B economies have adequate capital, having set aside
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some part of existing capital to meet requirements under new capital buffers,

the excess capital banks currently maintain over minimum capital will decrease.

This could restrict their future business expansion such as credit in line with

strategic plans, ultimately affecting the economic growth. Hence, banks would

need to increase its internal capital target level in order to maintain their previous

level of excess capital. Additional capital required will further increase in

economies where regulatory authorities decides to adopt more stringent capital

rules as opposed to BCBS standards. Banks may also be under pressure for

issuing capital in the form of instruments that qualify for additional Tier 1 capital

and Tier 2 capital in the context of Point of Non-Viability (PONV) feature and

their pricing in the absence of benchmark for such pricing.

Basel III can have several implications on financial markets and the economy

as a result of reduction in credit and increasing interest spread. In studies done

in Korea and the Philippines, it has been shown that a 1% increase in capital

ratio results in a decline in GDP by 0.23% and 0.01% respectively.

The demand for government securities could increase resulting in the lowering

of yields for government securities. However, banks in economies where even

the government securities market is not well developed will find it difficult to

meet Basel liquidity requirements due to non-availability of high quality liquid

assets. Further implementation of liquidity standards could obstruct bond market

development since the banks’ buy-and-hold investments increases while free-

float government bonds decreases leading to illiquidity in the market. Ironically,

the liquidity requirement is then self-defeating in its purpose. The need for liquidity

profile adjustments potentially intensifies competition in retail deposit-taking banks.

As deposits from retail customers is currently considered as having relatively

low run-off rate, the competition, however, may make this class of funding less

stable.

Implementation of Basel III counter cyclical buffer has several implications.

The calibration of booms and busts involves pervasive parameters of complex

and dynamic macro-financial relationships that are hard to predict for policy

feedback. The sequencing of policy execution is crucial, which requires close

collaboration and careful alignment with monetary policy and other

macroeconomic policies. Yet, even with the best foundation, the execution might

remain challenging in the politics of booms as well as of countries’ comparative

advantages. The challenge is also particular for bank-based economies with

relatively less developed financial markets.
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Much more resources and commitment are required not only to further

refine the boom-bust prediction and the buffer calibration, but also to incorporate

this novel measures to the institutional setting. Besides, the work entails skillful

public communication in order to put the right messages across and not cause

unnecessary noises in the financial system.

The robustness of the aggregate private sector credit-to-GDP growth, as an

effective indicator triggering the buffer as recommended by BCBS is also a

concern. There are several alternate strategies for implementing countercyclical

capital buffers already implemented by some regulators and effective in times

of high credit growth. These include increase of risk weights assets assigned

on housing loans and other loans, increase in loan loss provisions, varied Statutory

Reserve Ratio, maximum ceilings on credit to vulnerable sectors and overall

credit ceilings.

In the case of mortgage loans, the Loan-to-Value (LTV) ratio has been

used as a flexible preemptive tool to curtail credit growth. The use and adjustment

of the LTV ratio has demonstrated its preventive quality and, more importantly,

the flexibility to fine-tune policy in response to changing economic circumstances.

No significant implications on cost and profitability are expected in the medium-

term in the absence of major changes in assets and liability strategies of banks.

In most economies, the current legal framework provided by the respective

banking and other statutes provide adequate legal scope for implementation of

the Basel capital adequacy framework.

In conclusion, Basel III implementation would not entail serious challenges

on the 10 economies under study in the short-term. Issues of concern could be

addressed over the medium-term in line the Basel time plan.
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Appendix 2

• Brunei Darussalam adopts Basel I for credit risk along with operational risk

capital charge under Basic Indicator Approach. However, no decision has

been taken yet with regard to implementation of Basel II in full or III.

• Cambodia does not have plans to implement Basel III in the near future.

• In line with significant changes that are taking place in the banking industry

and financial system, Central Bank of Myanmar has focused on moving to

Basel I in full. However, no decision has been taken with regard to

implementation of Basel II or III as yet.

• Nepalese commercial banks are adopting Basel II. Other banks and financial

institutions are adopting Basel I. However, the policy has been adopted to

implement Basel II in other institutions gradually. NRB has not finalized the

Basel III implementation plan for commercial banks to date.

• In relation to implementation of Basel II and III in Sri Lanka, it is proposed

to move forward in the following manner:

o Implementation of Supervisory Review Process Pillar 2 of Basel II in

2013.

o Implementation of Advanced Approaches on Pillar I Operational Risk in

2013.

o Implementation of Advanced Approaches in Credit Risk commencing

2014 on an optional basis.

o Issue of Guidelines for commencement of observation period on

requirements of capital and leverage ratio under Basel III in 2013.

o Issue of Guidelines for liquidity risk management and to commence

observation period under Basel III in 2013.


